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A Micro-Babushka Egg Concept Booklet #10  
 
 
 
 

ELOHIM 
JOD SUPREME COURT 

The Science-Metaphysic Kaleidoscope Reveals Jonah's Big FISH 
 
 

The US President Obama and Israeli Knesset 
received in 2011 a courtesy Babushka Publication #9 about 

  

 

FREE ELECTRICITY FOR THIS CENTURY 
The Ultimate in Renewable Energy 

 
Since there was NO RESPONSE, I ask: 

WHY are TESLA’s DISCOVERIES SUPPRESSED? 
 

Why are they ignored by churches, universities & governments? 
This 21st Century Generation must be the most depraved civilization! 

 
  
 
 

WILL YOU to help the EARTH and MANKIND to survive and: 
 

 Obsolete Criminal Nuclear Power Cartels. 
 Obsolete dirty gross polluting Coal Power. 
 Obsolete the monopolistic power grid system. 
 Obsolete polluting gasoline - drive a car with green energy. 
 Obsolete Corrupt Bureaucrats and Immoral Corporations. 

   

? 
 
 

Will You continue to live with: 
 

High cost of gasoline? Polluting the environment? 
Poisoned dirty AIR - Expensive automobiles? 

Water shortage - Food shortage 
Dirty coal - Diminishing oil resources? 
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A Precursor 
Announcing the discovery of free ELECTRICITY, I expected live TV coverage or a visit from our government. 
Instead, total silence. WHY?  
Across Western Civilization a deep-rooted worldwide apathy dominates as conditions on earth sinking faster than the 
Titanic. Many politicians have discovered what Hitler-Goebbels pioneered with devastating results throughout Europe: a 
new science, a powerful force useful in MIND-Control to manipulate people from kindergarten to retirement aided by an 
atheistic professor priesthood infesting every university. Being deceitful, both suppress TRUTH instead of being open-
minded enough to welcome challenging dialog, thus they have become totally destructive and evil.  
Because of MIND-CONTROL, the NEW WORLD ORDER has skidded down a slippery path. It changed the 
fundamental values that enabled mankind to survive for 6000 years and distorted the divine law defining Good and 
Evil. The modern world lives by Relativism with all of its confusion and conflict. Relativism is destroying eternal 
values in conflict with the Creator ELOHIM, who will soon interfere with mankind's mismanagement.  
Watching worldwide NEWS, not a single government has a program to stop the escalating destruction of our 
environment. The public does not seem to care and is mostly comatose ignoring logical conclusions of what can be 
observed with common sense by a child. Mankind has become so ineffective, paralyzed in thought manipulated by the 
illogical atheistic evolution theory. Unscientific theories can only exist if fuelled by lucrative government grants. 
Teachers brainwash every child in irrational speculations, thus corrupting the human spirit into atheism denying the 
Creator and challenged his commandments clearly identified in his Bible. Degraded minds are hell bent to destroy HIS 
planet. But the Creator is still around; He has declared another asteroid judgment is waiting on the horizon to start 
mankind over again. The ELOHIM will end this last Civilization know historically as the most Evil generation. This is 
Jonah's Last WARNING: your LIFE may be over after 17 September 2015 - 2017 depending on God's Grace.     
Mankind's dilemma comes from denying a creator and the creation story, replaced by evolution fairy tales. 
Science rejects the idea that LIFE must be protected both in the physical and the metaphysical realms. Modern 
society does not accept the fallen sinful state of human nature in need of a savior. Everyone born, no exemption, 
must answer the question, “Was Jesus human or divine?“ The answer will determine your future and mine.     
This last generation has implemented high technology to end most LIFE on earth. Instead of maintaining Life in 
procreation, modern GMO science is causing massive extinction, an irreversible Death affecting all LIFE. The genetic 
modification of original seeds and animal life is totally evil and screws up the unique intelligence information of every 
living thing that has survived the last 6000 years. That challenge of a modern civilization will be answered by the 
ELOHIM with the prophesied APOCALYPSE, now dated 2008-2015 - God's WRATH.  

We are now in the middle of Apocalypse, which will end with an 
asteroid strike in 2015-2017 AD. The Bible prophesied that mankind 
would perish when it became totally evil by violating the ELOHIM 
contract. Once more God's WRATH will be poured out on seven billion 
people. It repeats Noah's boat story from the ancient times reminiscent of 
a technically advanced Atlantis Civilization that totally vanished and was 
judged on 5 February 2287 BC by an asteroid strike resulting in a flood 
denied in our universities controlled by the evolution religion priesthood.   
If you base your values on the brain-dead Atheistic-Evolution-
Theory enforced in every school, you may have a problem reading 
my Babushka egg concept books. If you are offended, consider: an 
Infinite Energy big bang can never evolve from a NOTHING as 
energy must be controlled by intelligence, the precursor for anything 
in existence. Just track thermodynamic entropy laws in physics. That 
should convince you that a monkey could not possibly evolve and 
become president of the USA, because a cuckoo clock needs a 
designer. Denying logic is only useful for La-La-land and makes it 
difficult to understand my Jod Supreme Court story, so ask 
ELOHIM to turn the lights "ON".  

God’s Plan for Mankind represented in a Hebrew clock across eons of time 4488 BC - AD 3018 
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LAST WARNING - Jod 

A historic ELOHIM Court Case from 21 December 2012  
The ELOHIM appointed as prosecutor the inventor-scientist Herbert R. Stollorz. 

The evidence is presented in nine Babushka Egg Concept Books for a global jury.  
  

Ignoring Jonah's Warnings on the Internet caused the creator ELOHIM to make a 
final court case against the United Nations World Council to confront the entire 
21st Century World Community of gross violation and desecration of the divine 
cosmic contract made with the representatives of Mankind in ancient times - Adam 
and Noah. He appointed a qualified technical prosecution to introduce the evidence.  
His divine court case will end with serious consequences against this generation, 
here and now accused of High Treason in committing the greatest crimes in 
violation of God’s Creation on a path ending with the extermination of all LIFE on 
Earth. A 6000-year old COVENANT has been desecrated. The divine covenant 
spelled out the penalty of God's WRATH, and if repeated once more, the ELOHIM 
will implement the same terms as demonstrated in history by the destruction of a hi-
tech, advanced society resembling the Atlantis Civilization. Billions of people were 
executed who violated that contract. They were judged totally evil and consequently 
disappeared as the result of an asteroid strike on 5 February 2287 BC. Only Noah's 
family of eight, being found righteous, survived.  
Most people do not realize that much of science taught in universities is evil in 
God’s sight. It no longer follows sound logic in physics, being muddied up by lies 
to pervert true science, and worse, to promote corruption by misusing modern 
computer technology in opposition to ELOHIM. It switched our collective mindset 
back to the Dark Ages and subjected every child worldwide to mind-control hostile 
to God. The ELOHIM of the Bible is thrown out as irrelevant. If you want to 
survive God's WRATH and live a little longer, choose wisely who you will serve:  
 ELOHIM or Satan   
The message of Jod #10 is addressed to the 21st CENTURY GENERATION, which 
focuses on God's divine WRATH scheduled in the Apocalypse 2008-2015, ignored 

in the public town square in spite being confirmed by science. 
For the skeptics, I will provide witnesses that God will once more employ the same 
methods previously used to execute his WRATH, this time by a 52 km asteroid 
publicized in various science magazines. It was projected to arrive 2015-2017-2020, 
depending on which 825-day orbit that gigantic rock will hit our earth, in a manner 
similar to what happened in Russia on February 15, 2013. The exact timing is 
wholly conditional on ELOHIM excising his unlimited grace according to his 
calendar as confirmed by the ancient Bible story of Jonah warning Nineveh.  
 

Babushka egg books were meant for the next generation as a testimony 
that true science still existed at the beginning of the 21st Century. 

 

The big JONAH FISH has vomited out a last warning for 2017! 
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Babushka	  egg	   concept	  books	  were	  designed	   to	  collect	   science	  and	  metaphysical	  data	  across	   the	  
21st	  Century	  to	  reflect	  on	  our	  collective	  culture	  and	  explain	  why	  God-‐the-‐ELOHIM	  will	   totally	  destroy	  
MANKIND	   on	   earth	   again.	   They	   give	   the	   reason	   why	   this	   Second	   Civilization	   will	   perish	   like	   the	  
ATLANTIS	  generation	  did	  on	  5	  February	  2287	  BC?	  	  

Our	   civilization	   can	   be	   compared	   to	   the	   Atlantis	   Civilization,	   which	   also	   used	   hi-‐tech	   science	   to	  
transform	   God's	   creation,	   violating	   his	   contract	   by	   genetic	   perversion	   that	   modified	   the	   hereditary	  
blueprint	  of	  all	  LIFE.	  Notice:	  when	  we	  repeat	  the	  same	  evils	  from	  ancient	  times,	  we	  will	  get	  the	  same	  
catastrophic	   result.	  Corrupted	  by	  wealth,	  world	  central	  bankers	  FRB	  cartel	   financed	  World	  Economic	  
Forum	   (WEF),	   an	  exclusive	   international	   elite,	  now	   force	  every	  government	  and	  university	   to	  accept	  
their	  atheistic,	  corrupt	  belief	  system	  or	  cut	  off	  their	  funding.	  	  

The	  FRB	  controlling	  the	  World	  Currency	  continues	  to	  print	  massive	  amounts	  of	   fiat	  money	  to	  keep	  a	  
global	   economy	   afloat.	   Aided	   by	  modern	   computers,	   they	   pay	   off	   global	   institutions	  with	   generous	  
bonuses.	  But	   it	   is	   stealing	  real	  wealth	   from	  the	  common	  people	   to	   force	  them	  to	  obey	  a	  one-‐world-‐
centered	  business	  plan.	  That	  will	  make	  this	  global	  generation	  once	  more	  in	  conflict	  with	  ELOHIM.	  	  

It	  started	  in	  1976	  by	  appointing	  atheistic	   judges	  ordered	  to	  throw	  out	  the	  Bible	  as	  the	  foundation	  of	  
the	  Supreme	  Court	  of	  America.	  They	  changed	  the	  US	  Constitution	  that	  has	  been	  the	  envy	  of	  the	  world.	  
Modern	  Christian	  culture	  can	  now	  easily	  be	  manipulated	  like	  the	  Islamic	  spring	  nations.	  Both	  enforce	  
an	   unscientific	   atheistic	   evil	   worldview	   creating	   chaos,	   which	   is	   the	   fuel	   for	   more	   death	   and	  
destruction.	  The	  fundamental	  laws	  given	  by	  ELOHIM	  to	  MANKIND,	  which	  made	  civilization	  survive	  for	  
6000	  years,	  have	  been	  totally	  altered	  or	  lost	  to	  human	  consciousness.	  	  

The	  ancient	   laws	  of	  Good	  and	  Evil	  were	  morphed	   into	   relativism	   based	  on	  an	  unscientific	   evolution	  
theory	   now	   turned	   into	   a	   religion	   that	   caused	   the	  MIND	   to	   be	   controlled	   by	   what	   Hitler-‐Goebbels	  
pioneered.	  The	  result	  is	  witnessed	  by	  our	  grossly	  polluted	  environment:	  fishless	  oceans,	  all	  vegetable	  
and	  animal	   food	  are	  genetically	   screwed	  up,	  down	   to	  my	  grandkid’s	   level	  of	  observation:	  he	   can	  no	  
longer	  see	  life	  crawling	  under	  rocks	  as	  experienced	  by	  his	  grandfather.	  	  

Babushka	   concept	   eggs	   were	   designed	   to	   tell	   future	   generations	   why	   scientific	   knowledge	   was	   so	  
screwed	  up	  and	  grossly	  misapplied	  to	  endanger	  all	  LIFE	  on	  earth,	  making	  it	  possible	  to	  become	  extinct	  
in	  one	  generation.	  Why	  were	  50%	  of	  Sir	  Isaac	  Newton	  metaphysical	  writings	  suppressed?	  They	  link	  to	  
Herbert	  R.	  Stollorz’s	  discoveries	  that	  Newton's	  gravity	  is	  magnetic,	  changing	  science	  upside	  down	  into	  
totally	  new	  theories	  presented	  in	  9	  Babushka	  egg	  books	  free	  on	  the	  Internet.	  	  

They	  reflect	  a	  4300-‐year-‐old	  history	  and	  reveal	  the	  many	  counterfeit	  science	  theories	  developed	  by	  an	  
atheistic	   mindset	   denying	   TRUTH.	   The	   essence	   of	   mankind's	   knowledge	   was	   crystallized	   into	   a	  
complete	  concept	  from	  philosophy	  across	  the	  bandwidth	  of	  science	  linked	  to	  the	  metaphysics	  denied	  
by	  this	  last	  culture	  due	  to	  belief	   in	  evolution	  fairy	  tales.	  The	  sum	  total	  was	  projected	  in	  a	  360⁰	  vision	  
exposing	  why	   it	   is	   so	  difficult	   to	  understand	  TRUTH.	  Being	  brainwashed	  by	  political	  MIND-‐CONTROL,	  
worldwide	  every	  establishment	  enforces	  many	  lies	  and	  pays	  off	  people	  with	  fiat	  money,	  the	  root	  of	  all	  
EVIL.	  Logically,	  it	  becomes	  obvious	  why	  our	  generation	  will	  collapse	  in	  2015	  or	  2017!	  	  

The	  future	  generations	  surviving	  the	  global	  Apocalypse	  will	  greatly	  appreciate	  that	  someone	  collected	  
and	  preserved	  mankind's	  knowledge	  from	  the	  eve	  of	  the	  APOCALYPSE.	  Read	  about	  a	  new	  Donut	  Atom	  
theory,	  free	  electricity	  -‐	  what	  is	  it	  and	  where	  it	  comes	  from.	  Discover	  a	  new	  perspective	  of	  the	  universe	  
linked	  to	  space-‐magnetism	  and	  fuelled	  by	  the	  invisible	  infinite	  Alpha(+ONE)	  force.	  

∞E = m (+∞C/–∞C)2 
How	  and	  where	  is	  life	  implanted	  on	  the	  atomic	  level?	  Why	  only	  on	  earth?	  And	  what	  is	  the	  purpose	  of	  
MANKIND?	  A	  kaleidoscope	  of	  unusual	  concepts	  across	  ancient	  history,	  prehistoric	  bronze-‐gold	  clocks,	  
pyramids	   mathematics	   linked	   to	   a	   better	   Bible	   interpretation	   ending	   theological	   confusion.	   It	   will	  
prove	  Jonah's	  Apocalypse	  Dating	  for	  the	  skeptic.	  
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PEARL #250 

A Jod-Babushka egg concept book 
 

A Science-Metaphysical 
Kaleidoscope 

Reveals Jonah's Big FISH 
 

1. Introduction:  
Why God's Wrath? 

  

2. God – ELOHIM 
Covenant Violated 

 

3. First Witness 
GMO Reflections  

 

4. Second Witness 
Free Electricity  

  

5. Third Witness  
Enoch’s Pyramid  

 

6. Apocalypse Dating 
Adjustments 

  

7. The Final Big FISH 
Dating Proof  

 

8. Why did I Survive? 
 
A footnote: As a scientist, I like to use the illustration of a kaleidoscope. When it is turned, the student 
sees different color patterns, but on the inside, nothing is changed, except the rearranged pieces of 
colored glass to reflect a mirrored pattern. It highlights exposed different perspectives useful to teach 
principles of life. That could broaden our minds’ horizon needed for survival of what was prophesied 
only in the Bible. When studying God’s Word and searching for its logical conclusion, we should 
include true science to better understand the APOCALYPSE. Being retired, I have had more time for 
research, which have become the best years in my life, isolated in barn, surrounded by a vineyard 
fenced in by redwoods. It took some time to gather all the information in these nine Babushka Eggs. I 
hope you will benefit from my journey of linking true science to forbidden metaphysics.  

 
Herbert R. Stollorz,  

Philosopher, Author, Vintner, Hi-tech Inventor  
Founder and Director of Faith in the Future Foundation,  

an educational charity to further biblical knowledge linked to true science

 

Give ear, O my people, to my teaching;  
incline your ears to the words of my mouth. 
I will open my mouth in a parable; 
I will utter dark sayings from of old,  
things that we have heard and known,  
that our ancestors have told us. 
We will not hide them from their children;  
We will tell to the coming generation the 
glorious deeds of the LORD, and his might, 
and the wonders that he has done.  
He established a decree in Jacob,  
and appointed a law in Israel, which he 
commanded our ancestors to teach to their 
children; 
That the next generation might know them, 
the children yet unborn, and rise up and tell 
them to their children, so that they should set 
their hope in God, and not forget the works of 
God, but keep his commandments;  
And that they should not be like their 
ancestors a stubborn and rebellious 
generation a generation whose heart was not 
steadfast, whose spirit was not faithful to God.  
(Psalms 78:1-8, NRSV). 
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1. Introduction: Why God’s Wrath? 
When an effect is caused or linked to science, even 
Isaac Newton thought that it could fine hone the dating 
of the Apocalypse. The Great Pyramid in Giza was 
built by Enoch seven generations from Adam. (Pearl 
#224) With fantastic mathematics embedded in it, the 
Great Pyramid is really extraordinary but needs a little 
digging to explain a number of hidden suggestions. 
The pyramid’s design aligns with a few discovered 
Bible projections. One is a future asteroid projected 
with two different impacts to change the earth’s axis.  
That could explain why some projected events on my 
Babushka egg web site were clouded a little. These 
issues can be rationalized later as explained in other 
Pearls still following my inclination digging deeper to 
add more Babushka eggs, if we assume two or three 
asteroids in matching Bible prophecy. Science 
projections of one or two orbits around the sun could 
change conclusions that will change the dating of the 
Apocalypse and its three WOES. (Revelation 9:12)  
Dating the Apocalypse is a red-hot iron. Many got 
burnt trying, but most theologians do not even know 
why an apocalypse was prophesied to totally destroy 
our civilization. Being a Christian inventor-scientist 
has the advantage investigating what is invisible - 
especially when God appointed a warning for this 
civilization. That process taught me a little here, a little 
there, like Isaiah experienced. I learned how to uncover 
suppressed TRUTH linked to forbidden metaphysics.  

Whom will he teach knowledge, and to whom 
will he explain the message? For it is precept 
upon precept, precept upon precept, line upon 
line, line upon line, here a little, there a little.  
Therefore hear the word of the LORD, you 
scoffers who rule this people in Jerusalem. 
Because you have said,  
We have made a covenant with death, and with 
Sheol we have an agreement; when the 
overwhelming scourge passes through it will not 
come to us; for we have made lies our refuge, 
and in falsehood we have taken shelter; 
therefore thus says the Lord GOD…  
(Isaiah 28:9-29 NRSV) 

It is not by accident that we are confronted by the 
Prophet Isaiah divinely inspired to direct a forecast 
toward the closing of our civilization in a projected 
end-time apocalypse scenario.  
His WARNINGS have been preserved for 2600 years. 
They can only apply to our modern world and is 
addressed to the Antichrist Global United Nations 
World Ruler. It uses an ancient metaphor at the center 
of our worldwide civilization never experienced before 
on earth.  

Projected…  
25 July 2015, "We have made a covenant with 
death signed in Hell an agreement…and have 
made lies our refuge and in falsehood we have 
taken shelter.” 

2. God's ELOHIM Covenant Violated 
Isaiah describes the Last Evil Generation on Earth 
before the Kingdom of Light, which can now be dated 
by science fulfilling Bible prophecy to end in 2015. 
But God's Grace and Mercy cannot be measured with 
our mortal intellect; therefore, it could be open-ended, 
perhaps extended one more asteroid orbit to 2017? 
The skeptic usually is not educated in metaphysics and 
needs more proof. If you have a logical MIND, you 
might discover confirmation. This Babushka story 
Pearl #250 is written and available free on the Internet 
for easy access. Hopefully, it would widen horizons to 
360⁰ in the midst of a total foundational collapse of the 
whole science establishment now exposed, irreversibly 
damaged by lies and false theories. Watch the many 
YouTube renegade true scientists who can no longer be 
silenced. But turning a metaphysic kaleidoscope will 
give us a better overview of what is happening in the 
disturbed science forum.  
Reflecting on the smallest egg of (9) nine Babushka 
egg concept books linked to dating the Apocalypse. It 
can now be recalculated more accurately with the earth 
axis wobble at rest on 21 December 2012. That date 
was globally celebrated. Many visited pyramid tourist 
attractions in Mexico. They mistakenly thought that a 
2012 date came from the Mayan culture based on 
falsified data.  
For a much better real science story, check out how 
Julius Caesar changed our calendar in 54 BC by 
inserting 62 days, and Pope Gregory III added 14 days 
in the Middle Ages. But what surprised me greatly 
came from investigating the mathematics of Enoch's 
Great Pyramid in Gaza. I discovered that our earth axis 
23½° when overlaid on the Aztec clock calendar date 
linked to 2012 could extend a knowledge horizon.  
I discovered that once more the earth axis possibly 
could be disturbed again by an asteroid strike from 
calculating the messages from embedded design of the 
Enoch Pyramid who lived before 2288 BC. The Bible 
is not the only place dealing with prophecy. We are 
daily surrounded with miracles expecting the sun to 
rise exactly to the minute but do not know why. We 
take for granted many other incidents during the day.  
What will shock many are the witnesses in science 
cross referenced to the Bible that point to a future, 
second earth axis adjustment towards a greater angle 
tilt than 23½° that will cause gigantic tectonic changes 
like in Noah's time. If it does not match science and 
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prophecy cross-linked, forget about it. Jesus and Daniel 
forecast that another asteroid will plunge into the earth 
to repeat Noah's apocalypse, but this time a 52 km 
asteroid has been observed by telescopes to be coming 
our way. But luckily, that rock is moving in the 
direction parallel to earth’s daily rotation.  
That strike will not cause a flood again as promised by 
ELOHIM, but it will still disturb the earth axis wobble 
once more and rip apart tectonic plates dislocated in 
massive earthquakes lasting 10 days and over 10 on the 
Richter scale. Trembling mountains will break apart 
creating valleys and ocean size sinkholes.   
America will never be the same. Half could be covered 
with water as the dome collapsed from a pumped out 
underground aquifer lake irrigating the Midwest for the 
last hundred years. Globally, every skyscraper will be 
gone guaranteed. The detailed effects have been 
reported in the Bible. Forget theologians' still 
speculating from the Middle Ages Bible interpretation 
as prophecy only makes sense if compared to true, 
accumulated science knowledge.  
Theologians do not know that the second asteroid is 
reported in Daniel 2:34 and can be linked to various 
science magazines. The asteroid was planned before 
creation. It is connected to an ELOHIM covenant 
linked to the history and purpose of MANKIND only 
recorded in the Bible. Adam and Eve were placed on 
this planet and told to make an inventory of the 
exceeding LIFE that Adam categorized. Everything 
was given a Hebrew name coded on a much higher 
level. I hope we learned some of it before it is 
disappearing changed by evil GMO technology.  

So out of the ground the Lord God formed every 
animal of the field and every bird of the air, and 
brought them to the man to see what he would 
call them; and whatever the man called every 
living creature, that was its name. 
The man gave names to all cattle, and to the 
birds of the air, and to every animal of the field; 
but for the man there was not found a helper as 
his partner. (Genesis 2:15-20, NRSV) 

The original contract with Adam (4068 BC) was 
ratified with Noah (2288 BC). He agreed to adhere to 
the agreement spelled out about managing God's 
Garden, the only place in the universe where LIFE 
existed. If mismanaged so that mankind's world system 
became totally corrupt and degenerate, then humans 
will experience extinction from poisoning the 
environment, which is evil in God’s sight and fulfills 
the terms spelled out in the contract.  
GOD’s WRATH was experienced the first time around 
eliminated totally a technical highly advanced Atlantis 
civilization. Only Noah's family survived by building a 
boat. Mankind once more started anew with the Bronze 
Age. It is analogous to a second baby of three being 

born. The third baby after 2018 AD is totally different, 
with a given name - God’s Kingdom on Earth.  
Compare the histories of all three human civilizations. 
A baby must be educated to maintain LIFE. A new 
civilization must start over and be re-educated, 
beginning simply, like with a Bronze Age. But the 
earth has been seriously mismanaged twice, so 
ELOHIM-Jesus the Creator will soon return and 
personally supervise the last administration of earth 
instead of Satan. That will for the first time establish 
peace to last thousands of years into eternity. 
In nature the principle of the placenta represents the 
rebellious, evil and bloody world system. It will be 
judged and totally perish in a Great APOCALYPSE 
according to the covenant. But some can escape if 
righteous, which is - the GOOD NEWS!  

See, I am laying in Zion a foundation stone, a 
tested stone, a precious cornerstone, a sure 
foundation: “One who trusts will not panic.” And I 
will make justice the line, and righteousness 
the plummet; hail will sweep away the refuge of 
lies, and waters will overwhelm the shelter. 
Then your covenant with death will be annulled, 
and your agreement with Sheol will not stand; 
when the overwhelming scourge passes 
through you will be beaten down by it.  
As often as it passes through, it will take you; for 
morning by morning it will pass through, by day 
and by night; and it will be sheer terror to 
understand the message. For the bed is too 
short to stretch oneself on it, and the covering 
too narrow to wrap oneself in it. [Cannot hide 
anymore, fearful what will be happening. Matthew 24:22] 

For the LORD will rise up as on Mount Perazim, 
he will rage as in the valley of Gibeon to do his 
deed - strange is his deed! - and to work his 
work - alien is his work! Now therefore do not 
scoff, or your bonds will be made stronger; 
for I have heard a decree of destruction from the 
Lord GOD of hosts upon the whole land.  
Listen, and hear my voice; Pay attention, and 
hear my speech. (Isaiah 28:17-29) 

The ELOHIM Prosecutor Qualifications 
Representing the Jod Cosmos Supreme Court, a well 
qualified Prosecutor Herbert R. Stollorz was chosen to 
prove the evidence in Court that the Elohim Covenant 
made with Mankind was grossly violated therefore 
remind everybody that in any higher court of law, two 
or three witnesses are required to establish TRUTH.  
He will present documents to establish that MANKIND, 
being blessed by God the Creator, was promised 
uninterrupted harvest seasons, the sun always shining, 
guaranteed. In return, God requires mankind to be a good 
steward to maintain LIFE on this planet, as agreed by the 
first representatives of humanity, ADAM and NOAH.  
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A special educated inventor-scientist was picked for 
the task to present a case in a full 360⁰ science horizon 
documented in nine (9) Babushka egg concept books, 
for a Global Jury to examine, free on the Internet. 
God appointed a German-born US citizen, non-
denominational Christian, qualified by studying many 
years the Bible and the Torah utilizing a unique 
endowment of investigating nature learned in a 
lifetime. An inborn habits being curious and 
scientifically trained could be useful explaining the 
metaphysic higher-level laws.   
Applying his tendency being inquisitive picked up as a 
kid while taking a walk with the family turn rocks over 
to see what was crawling under them. That started his 
science education, became an inventor benefitting 
mankind by creating thousands of jobs. Because of his 
unusual true science and metaphysical perspective, he 
was appointed to present the ELOHIM's court case 
against modern civilization, that the Eternal Covenant 
of ELOHIM was grossly violated by global poisoning 
of the environment toward extinction. Much of LIFE is 
in the process of ending presented by a prosecutor and   
witnessed by his grandkids testifies to establish facts.   

The Prosecution Indictment  
The ELOHIM Supreme Court accused this vastly 
advanced 21st Century Generation violating His 
ancient Covenant now being charged with High 
Treason. Mankind once more has broken the eternal 
divine contract. Again civilization has been grossly 
mismanaged and unleashed destructive forces causing 
permanent extinction against the environment. A world 
wide destructive evil MINDSET driven by greed and 
crimes is on a path to total LIFE EXTINCTION 
designed to snuff out ELOHIM's creation.  
The world’s governments and educational institutions 
have ignored his divine authority, thrown out his Bible 
rules and changed the ancient laws of Good and Evil, 
being morphed into Relativism. They have once more 
endangered all of LIFE on this planet for the next 
generation, the only place where LIFE exists. They 
have violated the original Cosmic LAW Agreement, 
which required the DEATH PENALTY to any 
civilization. Since the Eternal Covenant twice ratified 
is again abused and exchanged for a Contract with 
SATAN, the consequences become more serious:  

...we have made a covenant with death 
signed in Hell an agreement ... and have 
made lies our refuge and in falsehood we 
have taken shelter… 

A modern scientist-inventor was appointed by the 
divine prosecution to present a case with three major 
witnesses among other qualified on YouTube to tell a 

United Atheistic World Civilization that time is up 
on God's Clock! His patience has run out.  
The first witness presented is a newly enforced hellish 
genetic science development (GMO) and will prove 
without doubt that the Eternal Covenant was grossly 
violated and will forecast some dates when the terms of 
His settlement will be executed according to the tenets 
recorded in the Bible, the oldest book of mankind.  
The evil agreement made with Hell proven by three 
science witnesses will be annulled and resolve for 
balance one notch higher the metaphysics perspective 
causing this generation to be executed with another 
asteroid strike on 17 September 2015. Still depending 
on God's Grace perhaps could give us extra time to get 
ready for the court’s final decision feasible 2017AD?   

3. GMO Reflections  
The Divine Court calls its First Witness 
To start with the proof of the ELOHIM global case, 
let's visit the Insectarium at the Montreal, Quebec 
museum to check the world largest insect-bug 
collection as a witness, exhibiting a massive 
assortment of original living species, which lived on 
this earth 50 years ago now disappeared after having 
lasted 4300 years since 2288 BC as dated from Julius 
Caesar's calendar change to 2012 AD. An evil 
generation of MANKIND, once more since 1976 
caused much genetic extinction repeating a gross 
violation of Noah's contract.  
Estimating the many missing bugs expanded to fishless 
rivers and dead oceans, wildlife disappearing, we may 
soon witness the possible extinction of the environment 
as we have known it, unless the Elohim can overwrite 
Mankind's evil. God can preserve any species. He only 
needs two of every original species, not modified, a 
male and female hiding somewhere globally to start 
over again no longer having a flood promised.  
However, God has already preserved 500,000 
unmodified food seeds, stored deep inside a mountain 
surrounded with ice. When the Apocalypse started in 
2008, this inaccessible vault’s steel doors were shut on 
the small island of Svalbard near Norway. It was 
constructed under UN supervision and meant to 
preserve non-modified seeds for the next generation. It 
became a concrete Noah's boat.  

My Next Major Witness Called 
...is known as the "Angel of Death". The powerful 
global Monsanto conglomerate cartel originally made 
obscene money as the inventor of Agent Orange.  
Forgotten history shows the effects of such horribly 
painful poison murdering millions of families with 
children in Vietnam, raining death from airplanes and 
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applied to the many other wars, still suppressed by a 
corrupt US Government rewriting history.  
Now the same cartel favored by US military 
establishment is making more profit manufacturing 
every year tons of lethal poison for military purpose 
among ROUNDUP just another name of the same                   
deadly poison ten times worse than DDT1, which 
caused more life to disappear, Silent Spring forgotten.  
Have you ever wondered why so many pollinating 
honeybees disappeared? Brain-dead professors paid off 
by the cartel do not know the reason. Simple houseflies 
vanish together with wildlife.  
I recently saw birds by the thousands falling from the 
sky on TV, along with literally thousands of beached 
fish, small and large whales, porpoises, and tuna 
mysteriously stranded. There were too many to count 
but still not enough death to wake up comatose people. 
The general public is unaware what is done worldwide 
to assault nature in a massive way. Why do we see 
massive detergent foam so far away on the beaches in 
Australia killing everything in the ocean never 
investigated by corrupt governments protecting the oil 
cartel hiding the effect to cover-up oil leaks?  
TV shows document how they avoid environmental laws 
and secretly spray detergent around leaking coastal oil 
wells. That becomes an invisible oil-gunk poisoning vast 
areas, even spreading submerged over the ocean sea floor 
to exterminate all life. Experience a Vietnam movie 
again, and apply it across the oceans from the sky, this 
time massively killing marine life for more profit.  
Check the price of fish this year. They have tripled, and I 
cannot find my favorite anchovies and herring. They have 
disappeared in my neighborhood. This is all ignored by 
corrupt bureaucrat scientists believing in the unscientific 
evolution religion as enforced in our universities. They do 
not understand nature. How can they advise senators to 
make good laws protecting the environment? 
It gets worse. If you are scientifically inclined a little 
and do not have a closed MIND, follow reason and 
check the shelves of fruits and vegetables at the food 
market. Have you wondered why they now glue sticker 
label-numbers, which was meant for lawyers to collect 
gene patent fees or if someone gets sick to alert the 
vendor to remove that product from the shelves.  
Remember the spinach fiasco in California some years 
ago? This worldwide GMO cover-up started with 28 
people killed by salmonella. Since then, hundreds and 
thousands got deadly sick, but it was suppressed by the 
governments. The death path followed a full circle 
thousands died in India and hundreds of farmers 
committed suicide, ruined from poisoned harvest.  

                                                
1 DDT (d ichloro d iphenyl t richloroethane) is an organochlorine insecticide, which is 
a white, crystalline solid, tasteless and almost odorless chemical compound... 

A global trail of death suppressed across the USA to 
Texas Peanut-butter- Tomatoes- Jalapeños- Corn- Tea 
billion dollar losses, all the way to San Francisco my 
neighborhood too numerous to count. Farmers deeply 
troubled and confused by Salmonella invested harvests 
do not get any help from a corrupt FDA that covers up 
facts to protect the GMO cartel, which caused the 
destruction of most original food genetics by allowing 
modifying genes to permanently alter the original 
embedded intelligence.  
When original gene information is no longer available 
to procreate, it will be permanently shut down as every 
generation of seeds gets messed up due to damaged 
intelligence, receiving injured or missing genes until 
extinction occurs. It will come in a very short time 
according to entropy laws. Once you run out of the 
original to start the GMO process over for another 
cycle will make that species permanently extinct. 
Damaged GMO intelligence grossly violates the 
Adam-Noah contract of ELOHIM.  
This raises the question, “Why won’t the FDA enforce 
labeling laws to reveal the lie to make it obvious to the 
public what is inside the fruit, vegetables and Franken 
fish - especially meat, no longer genetic original pure?”  
Look at the beef displayed in the market now only 
shows red fat. It should have a white marbled color, 
does no longer taste beef which is the indicator of 
foreign genes, no longer report Mad cow diseases 
secretly ground up in hamburger only time delayed, 
screwing up your brain, too2. Perhaps they inserted 
crocodile or elephant genes to make a bigger bull? 
Jewish people desiring to eat only kosher are tricked 
into eating forbidden meat violating the Torah. Worse, 
GMO tasteless chicken produced a million eggs 
unavoidably contaminated with deadly salmonella and 
recalled in 2012. I wonder where they vanished. 
Perhaps given to charity for a tax deduction?  
Investigating so many suppressed facts leads me to 
believe a government conspiracy exists exposed by much 
evidence. The many lies on TV designed to keep the 
public uninformed paying off the media to protect the 
invisible evil brotherhood Death-Angel corporate 
consortium known as the Monsanto cartel and their 
deadly sisters. Both are plotting for mutual benefit to 
force the consumer to buy exclusively only patent 
modified GMO food to make obscene profits to hide in 
offshore banks. 
What ticks me off as a German is that I can no longer 
buy original potatoes to make my ethnic Klöße-
dumplings. Even pancakes fall apart with the starch 
spliced out. Worse are potatoes showing evidence of 
death turning green in about one month? Poor farmers 
                                                
2 Biomedicine-Mad Cow Disease might linger longer, N.S., Science News, July 15, 
2006, www.sciencenews.org. 
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are being screwed. They no longer can store potatoes 
without expensive bleaching gas and paying extra 
lawyer fees, and I am too irritated, being forced to 
inspect looking closer for green color. That tells me 
that the potatoes should no longer be eaten if you want 
to live a little longer fearing salmonella multiplying 
when the poison gas is fading.  
What is not told to the public prevented by the criminal 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) not compliant to 
the US content label laws being corrupted to the bone 
making many decision in favor of the cartel being paid 
off under the table. Check YouTube. Somebody 
noticed a relationship of FDA executives being paid 
back for favors changing jobs later becoming a vice-
president of the Monsanto cartel to collect huge 
bonuses perfectly legal millions deposited in 
untraceable off shore tax-free accounts.  
But when we follow the deadly money trail could 
reveal the path to permanent extinction of all LIFE 
ultimately will end in the Apocalypse prophesied as a 
covenant for MANKIND from ELOHIM is still 
binding. The comatose public is kept totally ignorant 
by a controlled media that silenced many strange 
diseases. Medical science is bewildered by cancer 
going through the roof. This generation of children is 
much sicker, obese, diabetic and mentally impaired, 
and many are permanently on expensive drugs.    
All can be linked to a new gene technology when the 
original gene immune system policeman was spliced 
out by a global cartel. We have forgotten that every 
food plant-animal genes were reproduced for 
thousands years by an embedded original blueprint 
saved in Noah's ark story told in the ancient Bible.  
For those who cannot buy a forbidden Bible political 
prevented by global governments, I will print out a few 
verses so important not allowed in our schools either to 
find out why God in heaven = ELOHIM is horribly 
angry and infuriated at this generation of mankind.  
Why are they screwing up his creation meant to last 
another 1000 years?  
That will force God to return to earth and inspect the 
vast destruction of his despoiled garden and once more 
teach mankind what is good and evil and replace 
relativism, destroying so many cultures and all LIFE 
meant to last thousands of years. 

Now the earth was corrupt in God’s sight, and 
the earth was filled with violence. The LORD saw 
that the wickedness of humankind was great in 
the earth, and that every inclination of the 
thoughts of their hearts was only evil continually.  
And the LORD was sorry that he had made 
humankind on the earth, and it grieved him to 
his heart. So the LORD said, “I will blot out from 
the earth the human beings I have created—

people together with animals and creeping 
things and birds of the air, for I am sorry that I 
have made them.” But Noah found favor in the 
sight of the LORD. (Genesis 6:5-11) 

Why do we repeat what occurred in Noah's time? 
Let me explain the GMO process once more for my 
grandkid.  
It started when criminal super wealthy global bankers 
financed worldwide universities with big fiat money 
bankrolling the process in hundred laboratories. Kept 
secret, air tight with negative pressure not allowing 
modified dangerous pollen to escape into the outside 
environment causing massive extinction. Those hybrid 
laboratories, some deep inside mountains, were closed 
to the public. Experimenting at high speed to splice out 
the reproduction imprinted DNA-RNA genes now 
altered and modified by E-coli bacteria.  
That simple bacterium, cheaply reproduced, is outfitted 
with an embedded feature like a drill on its head, can 
penetrate and bore into thick hard gene-walls, the 
perfect toxic tool for GMO to wreck cell intelligence.  
Pay attention! The deadly E-coli bacteria is able to 
picky-back any foreign genes of a specie aiding to 
enter a host gene but will be destroying the policeman 
protecting the species family. God the inventor has 
provided a guarding on the cell level from preventing 
unauthorized entering the inner cell-life-center and 
when spliced out replaced with cloning to prevent 
salmonella still will become extinct in the next 
generation guaranteed by the divine Laws of Fertility.  
Applying deadly bacteria has more consequences. 
They not only destroy the protecting immune system of 
the interior cell intelligence but also open wide the 
door for salmonella, unhindered, to enter the center on 
the cell level. It now permanently alters the original 
blueprint of the cell, which makes it easy for 
salmonella to multiply and kill its host, perhaps you. 
The Bible prophesied diseases recorded the eyes will 
rot in their sockets and their tongues in their mouth 
sounds like flesh eating bacteria military science 
created. (Zechariah14:12) 
Do not wonder anymore much is now cloned, but it 
will cause more honeybees to disappear poisoned the 
nectar on the GMO cell level guaranteed to cause food 
shortages that will elevate food prices astronomically. 
A hundred dollar bill does not buy much in groceries 
now - a bad bargain for consumers.  
When corrupt governments enforce genetic modified 
foods generated by evil criminal cartels, it raises the 
cost by paying off expensive lawyers who control 
every food store will punish anyone with big lawsuits 
making obscene money. If a farmer grows clean, non-
modified, real organic food, avoiding residues of 
antibiotic and pesticides, he will now be persecuted 
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with frivolous lawsuits anywhere in the world. He will 
be financially ruined by paid off judges favoring the 
international Monsanto cartel, as demonstrated in 
Canada by the Perry Schmeiser case, which violated 
his Canadian constitutional rights and the many 
neighboring farmers, now bankrupt in the same boat.  
Organic dairies are being sued by the Monsanto cartel 
manufacturing dangerous rBST to produce more milk. 
Inoculated cows create a lot of puss in milk now also 
overloaded with antibiotics to counter the infections. 
This causes horrible stress on the animals, but it is 
approved by the corrupt FDA favoring the cartel. 
Worse, the FDA recently permitted the nuclear 
radiating of food. Perhaps too many salmonella 
outbreaks were killing people. If you want to live a 
little longer, read that again, or tell the government to 
stop that evil. It is their job to protect the public, not 
make it sick. Check the evidence collected in the 4th 
Babushka egg concept book - Genetic Modification 
Exposed! free on the Internet.  
Turn once more the kaleidoscope. It gets worse. You will 
gain another insight watching recent Nobel Prize 
speeches revealing who is a brain-dead PhD professor. 
When you can no longer buy true organic food, you 
should tell what it is forbidden by the FDA. Like in India 
where hundreds of farmers committed suicide because 
only 40% of the rice harvested in 2010 could be sold, so 
they could not pay back the lender. Even worse, they lost 
thousands of sheep and water buffalo that died after 
grazing on fields planted with Monsanto GMO rice. 
That is no fun to watch, especially after being honored 
with a Nobel Prize in Sweden, the Nobel laureate 
professor derided America for being the only nation 
having some renegade scientists not believing in 
evolution. He did not realize he was a brain-dead 
victim of the Hitler-Goebbels pioneered MIND-
CONTROL culture. He has spent his life in a closed 
university cage that provided a high salary and fat 
pension to keep him compliant. My dog shows more 
intelligence, but he is not dressed up in a suit and tie to 
look for Judah Iscariot money in Sweden after he 
hanged himself. 
What is amazing to me that the Agent Orange cartels 
and tobacco industry are able to distribute their poison 
globally to every store from remote tiny, inaccessible 
village drugstores to skyscrapers? If the poison is 
globally distributed in every store, under the sink and 
in most households’ garages, heaven forbid gets into 
the environment over a wide area will eventually kill 
millions of people by starving them to death as GMO 
is no longer reproducing on top void of LIFE nutrition.  
It is time for us to be educated. Hopefully you are 
motivated, or see a war-movie from Vietnam once 
more to see how to kill on a big scale and should learn 

from history. However, to become truly life essential 
educated should not forget ancient GMO technology. 
Let’s follow a historic path to add something to our 
general education, like my grandkid turning rocks over 
in hope of finding something alive. 
Pay attention. Your grandchildren will die - all of 
them. Being the next to the last generation as nature 
now is nearly totally screwed up, every original food 
gene will soon disappear according to entropy laws.  
Get the proof. Your nursery flower plants die soon 
after planting being cloned. They can no longer 
reproduce the now genetic mortified, damaged seed 
stamped with a patent number on the outside package 
or skin changed to make obscene money even 
sanctioned by our corrupted FDA government. Being a 
favored class of privilege should for God’s sake protect 
the consumer paying their fat salaries and big pension. 
Notice the many angry scientists on YouTube who 
were misled by universities. This will cause a total 
collapse of what has been taught for 150 years as the 
many lies are now exposed.  
Lastly, Shoreline Aquatic Park in Mountain View was 
set aside to protect wildlife on the inside edges of San 
Francisco Bay. It is an important stopover for 
migrating birds every year. Recently, I sat in an 
outdoor restaurant and noticed not a single sparrow or 
ground squirrel around begging for french-fries. Even 
the hardy pigeon has disappeared.  
I discovered a box labeled POISON next to the 
children’s playground, even translated in Spanish. That 
explains the mystery why most wildlife has disappeared. 
Ducks and so many other birds no longer come there. A 
lonely Canadian goose was surrounded with piled 
garbage looking at my face, and looks do tell. “Why 
have you turned off the water leaving only burned grass, 
no more food for all my friends starving to death?” 
A big expensive sign announced, "No Fishing" at a 
dead lake now poisoned with ROUNDUP, tons bought 
by corrupt, evil bureaucrats getting 6 digit salaries and 
fat pensions. What a joke! They never do their job to 
visit or check the park. They believe that kindergarten 
kids can read the POISON label boxes surrounded with 
invisible ROUNDUP soaked into the dirt all around the 
whole lake killing everything. 
If we just fired one lazy upstairs bureaucrat lacking solid 
education, we could save some life and would have 
enough money left over to improve the whole Aquatic 
Park. Applied to minimum wage unemployed Mexican 
boys lingering around, they could collect the garbage and 
feed the stressed wildlife and turn the water "on". It 
would greatly benefit the next generation of kids seeing 
life again, provided those curious kids do not eat the 
poison bonbons if their parents are not watching.  
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Stupid, highly paid bureaucrats are protected by 
unethical bosses. This will lead to an Apocalypse 
affecting a huge population starving to DEATH 
worldwide. We are next to disappear as demonstrated 
in the Park. Do not blame God of coming disasters but 
rather be informed of Jonah's WARNING revealing 
forbidden prophecy on my web site. Turn the 
kaleidoscope again and watch God's WRATH the next 
asteroid already on its way similar to Noah (2288 BC) 
coming by, or compare it to the asteroid seen in Russia 
as shown on TV 15 February 2013.  
Hundreds of people were injured and many buildings 
collapsed from the asteroid’s shock wave. Billions of 
people were warned and will die being found in 
violation of his covenant. God's Kingdom on Earth will 
start over again another civilization with free energy no 
longer polluting and poison globally the environment 
prophesied to last thousand years and will not let puny 
mortals trained by Satan destroying all living things on 
earth once more. Why not be safe asked the ELOHIM 
how do I survive? Read Pearl #126 on the reason for 
the population spike and the Bible verses on page 7. 

4. Free Electricity - Second Witness 
Turn the Kaleidoscope once more while tracing 
forbidden GMO needs ENERGY to see the parallel-
described Babushka egg concepts revealing deadly 
secrets hidden from the public. I wonder why President 
Obama never acknowledged my courtesy letter to 
inform the US government that electricity can be 
extracted free from Gravity-Water and Air.  
Instead, pay attention to make my point. Recently 
CNN TV showed President Obama visiting a South 
Korea University in Soul (3/15/2012) where he 
reaffirmed nuclear power once more. The students 
listening had scared looks on their faces upon hearing 
that another lethal nuclear power station was to be 
started in America without the American people 
agreeing. Guaranteed it will end in massive numbers of 
future deaths not mentioned. It is obvious the US 
government protects the oil cartel and is not listening 
to the United Nation Energy Department warnings.  
Germany, usually a leader in technology, is the first 
country to realize nuclear power’s extreme and 
irreversible danger to society; therefore, it announced 
that it would shut down every nuclear-power-station 
under their control. In 2012 they discovered 
underground drinking water exposed to radiation 
seepage near to a nuclear plant.  
It got worse when they realized that not a single 
container was designed to safely store nuclear rods. 
The storage tanks were not designed to use the original 
water pool 50 years. It now has cracks in the cement 
liner revealing rusting iron that had deteriorated much 

faster with hot radiation. The corrupt American 
government flouts dangerous facts and conceals the 
NEWS to keep the public deadly ignorant.  
Their nuclear garbage is sent to Oak Ridge, TN in 
America to be burned with the radiation ashes returned. It 
makes lucrative profit for a private corporation that is 
shared with the governor and their friends under the table.  
They staged a short NEWS clip only seen in Germany. 
Two old women were in a coffee shop. One said, “We 
need the jobs.” The other replied, “It is cheap energy.” 
In the next scene by a big river, a man saying, “We can 
no longer eat the fish.” The dirty, radiant hot air is not 
mentioned. The citizens never gave permission to the 
state government, which made a lucrative deal without 
them. A quote from a local, “A public who chooses to 
be uninformed deserves to eat radioactive eggs for 
breakfast. Where is the money? Cheap energy?”  
Tell that to the Japanese people not yet educated. Most 
still trust their government’s lies despite dirty hands 
under the table grabbing illegal tax money. They seem 
to need another accident to convince them of 
permanent, unavoidable Death. The sun not having set, 
they will not escape the next time around.  
China suffers from horribly thick, polluted AIR, and I 
cannot understand why so many governments still 
suppress clean free energy for mankind invented 100 
years ago by Nicola Tesla. Why is free electricity still 
silenced, although it is demonstrated on YouTube by 
many young renegade witnesses, people excited to 
show motor-generators that can run perpetually. They 
have found something denied in universities around the 
world avoid teaching it, not understanding what 
electricity really is.  
No wonder global governments are stupid, too! In my 
neighborhood, why would an immoral US Government 
Energy Agency suppress the evidence and dictate to 
the Patent Department preventing free energy. I 
wonder why bureaucrats and the US Congress protect 
the dirty OIL cartel and the nuclear coalition club? 
Why do they allow environmental poisoning 
worldwide by deadly nuclear radiation killing all LIFE 
for 100,000 years? Highly paid scientists cannot stop 
deadly radiation from leaking out willfully lying, 
degenerate to being criminals guaranteed will fry in 
Hell for not shutting down nuclear power?  
In spite of the evidence on YouTube, energy policies 
still have not changed even today. They squash 
unlimited available energy, free ELECTRICITY for 
eighty years. How evil can you get? 
Free electric energy has been confirmed by many 
science witnesses in YouTube videos, but discussion of 
their discoveries is prevented in the global universities. 
Sadly, these degenerate lowlifes have been paid off 
with lucrative Judah Iscariot grants from corrupted 
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governments. Perhaps Tesla was too advanced for his 
time and needed a new Babushka Donut Atom theory 
to explain it, but that has been suppressed, too.  
Tell me for heavens sake, why is the boundless 
electricity invented by Nicola Tesla and documented in 
his 700 patents still forbidden? Why is that technology 
censored and kept buried in the US Patent Department? 
Why would a US State Department confiscate so many 
energy patent applications perceived as military 
sensitive? Some inventors were also mysteriously 
murdered to discredit the evidence.  
Why does the public allow a criminal energy cartel to 
silence and deny that ELECTRICITY could be totally 
free? Even worse they deny that energy can be 
extracted from embedded magnetic Gravity, super-
magnets or air-atoms. They point to upside down 
physics following an infinite energy path. Just check 
my 16 new UREE generator inventions: they work, if 
you are educated enough to test them.  
The Chinese government is not controlled by America, 
yet I really do not understand why they go on suffering 
from thick polluted sulfuric air when clean electricity 
is freely available? That proves that a coal-cartel is 
more powerful than the Chinese government.  
I could go on. Why not, for an example, become a 
billionaire and apply what was testified in the 
ELOHIM trial case as more witnesses lined up to 
establish TRUTH can no longer deny the concept of 
The Ultimate Renewable Energy Engine now 
postulated on the free internet town-square.  
The new light bulb sold in America is just a coiled up 
light pipe demonstrated in 1920 by Nicola Tesla 
wireless connected if grounded. Why is it suppressed? 
Our computers, telephone, Internet already is wireless. 
Why not go further and obsolete ugly wires on the pole 
and drive cars without gasoline and get clean air in the 
bargain? Universities should not deny Babushka books 
that trace where the energy comes from.  
Universities have the money and faculties to prove or 
disprove Internet facts. The public should wake up now 
because they can watch many YouTube movies 
revealing the censored reality. Perhaps they are afraid 
of exposing evolution lies, or is corrupting money still 
the driver?  
TRUTH cannot be forever silenced. Perhaps students 
watching YouTube will no longer being swindled out 
of an education exchanged for a questionable 
sheepskin charging $200,000 for an American college 
education. Ripped off students are being forced to go 
deep in debt, a poor investment wasted as many jobs 
disappeared by following a brain-dead doctrine based 
on evolution fairy tales. The cost of university 
education has increased 10 fold and surged 1120% 
since 1978 compared to the price for food 144%.  

Do you wonder where our hi-tech society is heading by 
denying free energy, not bothered that millions were 
killed in the last century from useless wars over oil. It 
seems every other year the same story is repeated 
around the world. Suppressing free energy will make it 
obvious who compromised with evil, linked to the 
Military Complex Cartel, forever building new 
equipment and smarter bombs to recycle DEATH.  

American corrupt politics appoint Pro-Fracking, 
Pro-Big Oil Scientist to Head the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE)?  
Word on the street is that President Obama will 
nominate Dr. Ernest Moniz, Big Oil and fracking 
cheerleader, to head up the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE). If you think blasting toxic 
chemicals into the same ground that gives us 
the food we eat and the water we drink, is 
dangerous, if you think allowing fracking to 
destroy our farmland, contaminate our 
groundwater and endanger our health sounds 
like a bad idea, you’re part of a growing 
movement that is determined to ban fracking 
across the U.S. and move the country toward a 
sustainable future of clean energy and organic 
food and farming. 
Mr. Moniz is poised to leave his perch as director 
of MIT's Energy Institute, which boasts such Big 
Oil financial backers as BP, Chevron and Saudi 
Aramco. Think former Monsanto lawyer, Michael 
Taylor, appointed deputy commissioner of the 
FDA. And Tom Vilsack, another former Monsanto 
shill, named head of the USDA. (Like fox in the 
henhouse) Our voices may fall on deaf ears at the 
federal level….we owe it to our farms and our 
future to educate, speak out, mobilize - and 
oppose this appointment. (Organic Bytes a 
publication Organic Consumers Association 2/28/13) 

One more example, many new technology applications 
are seen weekly in Popular Science magazine. In 
March 2013 page 8-9, the author speculated to keep the 
consumer ignorant, along the vein of the world’s 
largest windmill turbine manufacturer in Germany. 
Recently, Siemens built 300 dinosaur windmills for the 
UK costing the usual billions for taxpayers.  
Each of its three rotor blades measures 246 feet - 
nearly the wingspan of an airbus A380. It will produce 
only six megawatts of electricity. But the well-known 
company favored by the energy cartel suppressing free 
energy will not look at modern electric generators 
producing free electricity. They build outdated designs 
invented 50 years ago all for higher profit. 
Why are YouTube experts demonstrating free 
electricity oppressed? Or prove that just one of my 16 
UREE generators do not work! They could give 1000 
times more electric power a lot cheaper, guaranteed if 
you understand what magnetism is. 
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Discovering that clean electricity is available totally 
free was first so preposterous to me, too, which urged 
me to investigate where it starts. I looked at the 
universe with thousands of galaxies shining brightly 
with energy and uncovered physics proving that 
Gravity is magnetic. This source for electricity is 
summed up in Babushka egg concept book #9, The 
Ultimate Renewable Energy Engine, meant for a 
future generation.  
It explains how infinite energy is embedded in atoms 
and easily converted to 16 UREE electric generator 
inventions. One is enough to fly a Concord-jet with 
totally free energy. That needed a different Donut 
Atom theory postulated as the old one from smashing 
atoms for 40 years is really pretty stupid and needed to 
be replaced with a much more logical theory linked to 
Babushka egg concepts books, without an unscientific 
evolution religion doctrine to make more sense.  
In the 2012 elections for president in the USA, 
politicians raised two billion dollars to be reelected, 
but no money was appropriated to the millions starving 
around this globe. Many drought stricken areas do not 
have water anymore and could be helped by water 
wells, cost as little as $4,800 to drill a hole. [Contact 
Life Outreach International based in Texas.] 
Converted, it means 400,000 water wells could give 
clean fresh water to 40 million people in 1000 villages. 
On TV we see kids walk five miles to a dirty slimy 
mosquito-infested waterhole surrounded by a 
collapsing local economy. We should tell our US 
President to make the next Presidential Decree and 
become famous, forcing the media to give free voting 
coverage and apply the collected money to stop global 
hunger. The public airways belong to the people. It is 
pathetic to watch little children walk miles for water, 
hungry and barefoot, to help the family survive. The 
overabundance in one country should alleviate global 
hunger. The UN official statistics shows that our food 
outlets throw away 50% of the food wasted as GMO is 
spoiling sooner, not aware that God in heaven sees it. 
From my perspective it does not matter anymore. 
Mankind has become totally evil. Our culture based on 
relativism is evil to the core, which got God the 
ELOHIM’s attention to send a Jonah to the global town 
square to announce time is up on God's clock. The 
judgment is now dated, and it gives us very little time to 
repent or think about Jonah's WARNINGS.  
Why is true science forbidden by world governments 
although demonstrated by so many witnesses on 
YouTube? This free Internet witness has hundreds of 
witnesses demonstrating free clean energy and 
exposing many lies. Surely our 21st Generation will 
end in chaos. We should not blame God.  

Personally, be informed. Whatever we do is recorded 
in books opened at the White Throne on the last day. 
We will appear naked with a record of our deeds on 
earth opened to the divine judge to be evaluated.  

Then I saw a great white throne and the one 
who sat on it; the earth and the heaven fled from 
his presence, and no place was found for them. 
And I saw the dead, great and small, standing 
before the throne, and books were opened. 
Also another book was opened, the book of life. 
And the dead were judged according to their 
works, as recorded in the books.  
And the sea gave up the dead that were in it, 
Death and Hades gave up the dead that were in 
them, and all were judged according to what they 
had done. Then Death and Hades were thrown 
into the lake of fire. This is the second death, the 
lake of fire; and anyone whose name was not 
found written in the book of life was thrown into 
the lake of fire. (Revelation 20:11-15 NRSV)  

Summed up: 
The ELOHIM has presented two major witnesses 
from recent science, plus ONE, your and my 
grandkid. Proven even on a kid level, investigating 
nature can no longer find bugs crawling under every rock 
in your neighborhood indicating death toward extinction.  
Your food market points to massive GMO destruction 
by charging increasing, astronomical higher prices 
every year, which is making billion dollar bonuses for 
the Death-angel cartel. Lastly, the energy supplier is 
suppressing free ENERGY proven by hundreds of 
witnesses on YouTube, still raising the energy cost.  
Check the latest gasoline price hike. Look at how the 
environment is polluted globally with dirty coal 
poisoning the air and worse deadly nuclear radiation 
leaking over vast areas, no longer managing the 
cracked cement-lined pool not designed for 50 years to 
be a safe nuclear storage container to protect all LIFE.  
This evil generation is grossly violating the ELOHIM's 
contract. On top of being totally evil, its leaders forbid 
free ELECTRICITY for mankind, still suppressed. 
This deadly cancer has gone too far to be healed.  
Global universities should have perused true physics 
but now will witness an irreversible revolution storm 
turning upside down a 100-year old atheistic 
counterfeit science forum on a free YouTube. It will be 
reminiscent of the Islamic Spring and spread 
uncontrollably to expose the evolution religion’s hatred 
bent to destroy Christianity.  
Against the many criminal lies rooted in an unscientific 
evolution religion taught globally in the academic 
world, it will gain speed similar to a gigantic snow 
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avalanche to bury obsoleted, irrational theories in an 
icy balled up mass getting bigger.  
Even scheming to close the Internet can no longer 
suppress TRUTH! It will grow stronger ending with 
divinely directed consequences, unstoppable and will 
surely cause a response from the Creator ELOHIM with 
an Apocalypse PENALTY for breaking his covenant to 
allow LIFE to continue for the next generation.  
Watch, announced now greatly angered, furious, 
extremely incensed because mankind has messed up 
his garden genetically and grossly polluted the earth 
causing extinction. Condemned are those who deny 
free energy for mankind, ripped off by corrupt 
governments protecting wicked cartels.  
The evil tenants will be thrown out to burn in Hell 
forever. They never paid their rent to acknowledge and 
honor the divine benefactor in heaven who gave us 
LIFE, nor were they gracious to his children living in 
utter poverty. But one more witness for the skeptic, one 
notch higher linked to the metaphysic ancient history 
dated to seal the ELOHIM prosecution case against a 
corrupt MANKIND destroying all LIFE on earth. 

5. Enoch Pyramid - Third Witness 
When a civilization once more screwed up GMO and 
denied free energy, it will also suppress a forgotten 
ancient story. Our godless global atheistic system has 
rejected ancient wisdom and thrown out most of 
ELOHIM’s Bible wisdom instruction censored in 
every court and schoolroom. They replaced the ancient 
laws that made society survive for 6000 years by 
knowing the difference between what is good and evil.  
It got replaced with relativism, guaranteed to make 
ELOHIM angrier the second time around. Perhaps, if 
you live to 2015-2017 now dated with science, you 
might witness from the sky God's WRATH.  
Another asteroid will repeat God’s judgment to end our 
civilization. It will do the same to the modern world as 
when the ancient but hi-tech Atlantis civilization 
disappeared on 5 February 2287 BC, totally without a 
trace, destroyed by a bigger asteroid. The YouTube TV 
clip of the Russian asteroid splitting up in February 
2013 gets you the idea postulated. 
But notice my story collaborates on a higher level why 
the Elohim must once more end evil to save LIFE for 
the next generation and consequently experience a 
future earth axis change proving Enoch's projection.  
When EVIL is morphed into relativism, now taught to 
every child in kindergarten, and they no longer know 
the difference between Good and Evil and falls under 
the atheistic mind-control to accept the extinction of all 
LIFE on this earth. We will see a repeat of what 
happened in 2288 BC. Satan is well organized to the 
smallest detail repeating what worked so well before.  

Predicting an Apocalypse using a kaleidoscope makes 
different pattern visible will widen a knowledge 
horizon. Most people will not recognize that our 
modern science we are so proud of pre-existed 4300 
years ago. Mankind's prehistoric knowledge was far 
more advanced during the ancient Atlantis Civilization, 
which disappeared submerged in the Bay of Mexico 
caused by a huge asteroid fire from the sky like Sodom 
and Gomorrah, not 60 million fairy tale years ago as 
speculated by an atheistic evolution religion. 
To get a new perspective of true science, you must 
look at all the evidence and not just pick what is 
politically correct at the moment. A powerful super 
wealthy priesthood has pushed their unscientific 
atheistic evolution theories for hundreds years, 
controlling most universities. If you are truly educated 
in science, you will readily recognize revealed modern 
mathematics in some special studies of the great 
pyramid in Gaza-Egypt. We could not do without 
physics, but more is needed from the metaphysics 
embedded in the Bible the oldest book of mankind.  
Enoch, the seventh generation from Adam, was the 
ancient architect-builder of the Great Pyramid in Gaza. 
It was constructed before Noah's time but also gave 
warnings to that generation of God’s WRATH. They 
had become totally evil in GMO, too.  
Enoch was an exceptional math genius who embedded 
many cosmic secrets in his building design, which 
were only recently re-discovered. Buried in the 
makeup of his structure Enoch hid extraordinary 
mathematics and advanced physics rarely taught in 
universities any more. Modern education has forgotten 
the forbidden metaphysics now linked to my third 
Babushka egg concept book. That helped me to 
decipher the many ancient bronze gold clocks 
exhibited in museums still being suppressed.  
The most important concept revealed by the study of 
pyramids around the world was the built-in physics 
mathematics that described the moving earth-tilt-angle. 
The only exception is the Methuselah-Enoch Gaza 
Pyramid built before 2288 BC. It does not match the 
earth axis wobble position of later designed pyramids. 
Perhaps it predicts a future different degree of earth 
axis tilt forecasting the axis wobble projection of the 
upcoming asteroid impact. Most pyramids have math 
embedded that provides useful information in 
measuring historic time cycles on earth along a wobble 
declining calendar like the Mexico City outdoor 
museum has five (5) pyramids on top of each other 
measuring an axis wobble change.  
The range is dated right after Noah in 2288 BC with an 
earth axis wobble declining very fast to Moses’ time at 
1400 BC, which made it obvious. The Aztec priests were 
confused in comparing their calendar from before Enoch's 
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time. They must have had a reason to build 5 pyramids on 
top of each other as the Moon Pyramid on the inside has 
(7) pyramids. Why? Before 2288 BC one solstice sun 
orbit had 52-year short cycles, the sun going up on the 
west-east reversing east-west seven times in one cycle.  
But the nearby Teotihuacán Sun and Moon pyramid 
were built later on a lake. I noticed the apex is now less 
steep conforming to an earth backwards wobble 
measured against zodiac star position therefore 
designed the next pyramid with a more flattened apex 
indicating a double earth axis wobble angle at that 
time. They later made it stepped to save some money 
in adjusting to a small shift of the wobble angle.  
The adjustment was made four times on the bottom 
footprint instead of building another one on top. That is 
seen on other pyramids measuring an axis wobble over 
just 100 years but a little steeper. Others, built 1500 
years later, ended with 2x23½ degrees. Somewhere in 
this process, one priest got a better idea: pyramids are 
expensive, so he made a calendar using balls indicating 
wobble cycles declining.  
In essence he invented an abacus. Some ancient ball 
calculators have bigger balls made from stones like a 
bowling ball exhibited in the Mexico City’s outdoor 
museum, piled up on a wall everybody could see. They 
were from far away but found nearby. I assembled the 
same calculator principle as an instrument maker in 
1960 as a mechanical Bendix military ball-resolver for 
rockets. It had three turning output axes measuring 
automatically sine-cosine math equations needed for 
space travel. It could have been adapted perfectly to an 
Aztec calendar wobble system.  
Check my third Babushka clock egg book to learn more 
about ancient history ending with prehistoric clocks never 
postulated before why is it still suppressed by the 
establishment. Study the Antikythera clock with 32 
bronze gears over 2000 years old. It was fished out from 
the ocean 100 years ago and exhibited in Athens Greek 
museum collecting dust. It now is deciphered but still 
suppressed by the brain-dead scientists who cannot figure 
it out. It is not possible for them because they are being 
fooled by an evolution religion, so they remain perplexed 
seeing so many other stone-gold clocks in other 
museums, still a mystery to them.   
Tracing the Mexican Aztec civilization history from 
Noah's children, I started from Babylon via China, 
always moving toward east. Their path is littered with 
pyramids getting steeper. Many still are buried under 
jungle growth, but investigating pyramids globally 
surprised me. I even learned some exist in China along 
the same route, but only seen from satellites. Compare 
that on your paper-globe horizontal traveling across 
China floating down the main rivers to Shanghai being 
expert boat builders.  

However, coming back to our Endtime scenario and 
examining the most ancient book, which is very 
unusual for us. The Bible can be proven as divinely 
inspired because it has the history of mankind written 
in advance, which can be traced backwards. Now pin 
down ancient Ezekiel's prophecy in the Bible. He 
revealed that the last pyramid build after 2018 AD is a 
Jewish Temple, now only a semi-cubic shaped 
structure. The last pyramid built on earth is rising from 
the Temple center surrounded like a city square Hilton 
donut hotel (Pearl #224 and Pearl #174).  
Investigating the future earth axis tilt angle / wobble, I 
noticed that Ezekiel's last pyramid apex can be 
calculated from Scripture. Compare it with Enoch’s 
first pyramid apex, and the differences reveal a future 
calendar. That explains the mystery of the only apex 
exception now logically defined and becomes a third 
witness projecting an upcoming Bible Second Asteroid 
impact angle. This prophecy is made using Enoch's 
mathematics as defined with forbidden metaphysics.  
Summed up, averaging various pyramid axis wobble 
positions provides useful information to calculate a 
future earth-axis wobble as prophesied if compared to 
Enoch-Ezekiel pyramid to determine the future earth 
axis wobble. A bigger tilt axis is important for climate 
change because the bible promises a little more tropical 
climate for the next 1000 years to have super thriving 
food-supply feeding 70 billion people.  
Look at a map of the earth expanding across unpolluted 
areas like northern Siberia. Trace it horizontally to 
China across the Canada’s North Territory above 45⁰ 
to 60⁰ latitude opening new wide virgin agricultural 
zones with thousands of lakes but much warmer to 
grow food. Once more the ocean will be filled with 
fish, the Antarctic colder again and running rivers in 
the African desert opening the underground aquifers.  
The Bible foretells that the hills in ISRAEL will be 
flowing with milk and honey once more. Plenty of 
water will be moved by tectonic dislocation opening 
Jerusalem to a wide valley to become a global world 
city, the capital of all nations. (Zechariah 14:1-11) 
Horrendous earthquakes will fulfill prophecy 
expanding the royal city the foot stool of Jesus Christ 
King of kings polarized around a global worship center 
with a raised temple area to a Sacred High Mountain 
set aside as an altar for Elohim’s footstool and set with 
a pyramid temple on top.  
Underneath, the foundation becomes the source of 
several springs with healing power growing into a new 
huge river filling the salt sea now sweet water 
brimming with fish. Just read the many Bible 
predictions written history in advance make now much 
more sense overlaid with true science linked to 
studying the cause of the second asteroid. Notice in 
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every country. Just observe the many embedded, tilted 
up layers of broken mountain ranges and think a little 
in logic to trace the last effects of a historic asteroid 
impact 2287 BC only taught in Christian schools.  

It is Coming, One Way Another! 
Since a second asteroid was prophesied in Daniel 2:34, 
I am not surprised to find it identified in a science 
magazine’s 2003-2006 front page picture of a rock 52 
km in size in orbit around the sun. It was advertised as 
projected to hit our earth in 2020, now forgotten.  
But a Russian scientist in the meantime recalculated its 
orbit around the sun postulating that if one side is 
heated more than the other, it will change its projected 
path. If we allow metaphysical pyramid calculations, 
then we can conclude that it will terminate our 
civilization. The date originally calculated of 2015 is 
perhaps delayed to 2017, like one more orbit. Still, it 
all matches a divinely inspired Jewish New Year date 
system and all the other Hebrew feast-fast holidays 
embedded in a celestial schedule.  
Enoch's mathematics connect with science magazine 
projections, save for God's Grace. Remember Nineveh 
experienced Grace. The asteroid schedule could be 
modified from a projected 2015 end scenario to 2017. 
This is similar to the owner of the Titanic, who had 
rights over the pilot to run his ship according to 
schedule. But if the owner warns the pilot of an 
oncoming impact danger, and if the pilot is ignoring 
advanced warning, not put on alert, who will not 
prepare the crew and passengers?  
For sure history will be repeated like Noah's relatives 
never made it to a closing door to be saved in the only 
boat available; therefore, they perished. Do not put 
your faith in stupid unscientific atheistic evolution 
religion. It is not proven with real science, and is in 
fact already has sunk like a Titanic with too many 
holes if you have the intelligence and watch YouTube 
exposing the many lies taught in universities. But if 
you are a professional, you cannot deny what was seen 
by honest scientists looking through a telescope. The 
atheistic science priesthood soft-peddle do not worry 
the asteroid no longer is visible, disappeared back into 
the cosmos. Was it to appease a scared public no 
longer hearing anything about it, business as usual, like 
denying free energy?  
But not being ignorant of true physics while applying 
mathematics learned from Enoch's Pyramid still around 
could project a gravity calculation tracing a rock to 
follow its velocity projection still destined to hit the 
earth in 2020, which made big headlines in the first 
place to get our attention! But further investigating 
with true science reveals a sooner hit. Pay attention if 

you want to survive, or would you prefer to follow 
Noah's relatives to a nameless death?  
Checking the Bible record, three civilizations were 
originally planned and destroyed by asteroids, which 
can be dated with an ancient Hebrew calendar 
schedule. But the timing could be modified by God's 
GRACE overriding a schedule. Being an off-beat 
inventor-scientist applying modern science and 
measuring the apex of pyramids designed with an 
impact axis wobble apex, perhaps I could re-calculate 
along a corrected Julius Caesar - Pope Gregory 
calendar axis wobble ending in 21 December 2012.  
An asteroid is God’s method of divine Judgment. It is 
even recognized by a same-sex couples that know 
about a prehistoric Sodom and Gomorrah example 
conveniently suppressed linked to when a society 
degenerated and became grossly evil, will follow 
entropy laws. They will become more violent in 
causing the environment to disintegrate and put all 
future LIFE in danger of extinction. Demonstrating the 
same lifestyle in our time linked to corrupt 
governments that allow many evil scientists and 
corporations to pollute and screw up genetically our 
food supply heading toward extinction, gets the same 
divine reception once more - guaranteed.  
The Atlantis civilization ended in God’s Judgment with 
the first asteroid plunging on 5 February 2287 BC to 
create Mexico Bay with continents drifting apart 
raising mountains 20,000 ft. high like in Chili and 
North America destroying an ancient civilization, their 
ruins now under water after polar ice melted.  
Ignorant scientists brainwashed in an unscientific 
evolution religion postulate that this documented 
asteroid event happened 60 million fairy tale years ago. 
But they have no witnesses to prove it. They should 
read the oldest book of mankind, Job, instead. It 
described some survived aquatic dinosaurs or Jonah’s 
big fish 4000 years ago recorded in the Bible. A 200-
ton whale is twice as big as the largest dinosaurs. Their 
study should include mystery bronze-gold clocks 
exhibited globally in many museums, now encoded to 
understand what the nature of time is.  
Still following the pyramid trail linked to forbidden 
GMO, take just another turn of the kaleidoscope to 
give us notice why God once more planned to destroy 
our civilization, as in 2288 BC so in AD 2018. Next 
time around, the Apocalypse will be similar to the 
destruction of the Atlantis civilization, which became 
totally corrupt in Noah’s life, full of absolute evil 
including devastating GMO linked to LIFE extinction.  
For the skeptic, to prove that GMO existed in ancient 
times requires an extra witness (+ONE) for my 
grandkid would finalize the case of ELOHIM. Why do 
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we find so many paintings in museums of animal-
human hybrids?  
Look in your garden-nursery for a GMO mermaid fish-
human figure, or visit the Great Pyramid in front a 150 
ft. stone cat monument with a human head buried 
anciently in silted sand covered by a wobble axis flood.  
The math of Enoch's Pyramid provides extra bonuses 
to reveal more. Does that make sense? Understanding 
that GMO verified even by the ancient civilization 
once more is connected to an asteroid apocalypse 
God’s WRATH? Atheistic scientists will deny 
anything reported in the Bible but logical tell me how 
big where the waves in Noah's flood?  
I invite you to look up to the Gaza-Pyramid on top, 
notice a washed out break. Now measures from the 
polished cover plates visible for thousands of years to 
the bottom Sphinx footing. It is very obvious.  
Everything is rough below where water pressure waves 
could have flushed off the outer massive cover veneer 
plate and buried a stone monument sphinx 150 ft deep.  
Why do we see a high-technology man-animal gene 
modification applied during the Atlantis civilization 
demonstrated in a proud monument, which had 
advanced science, too? It could not have been done 
without electricity and computers as verified by many 
objects exhibited globally in museums and seen on 
many TV programs made by an atheistic National 
Geographic Magazine. If you want to know more, 
watch the many YouTube discoveries. It will surprise 
you: not all are fake deceptions sent from the atheist 
priesthood, pushing their unscientific evolution lies.  
Enoch's pyramid embedded mathematics was linked to 
ancient clocks in museums now deciphered is just 
another witness. Clocks are designed to measure time. 
Ancient ones help to better analyzing future prophecy 
DATES. No wonder I was previously a little off when 
compared to a calendar earth axis "wobble". Now the 
earth axis is no longer moving in math exponential 
difficult to understand its logic if you are common 
educated. But since 2012, the axis stopped. It will get 
better data aligned. No one should quickly reject Bible 
projections to find the reason but should not forget 
investigate physics linked to the metaphysics applying 
logic if your Mind is still open to it.  

6. Apocalypse Dating Adjustments 
from a Metaphysical Perspective 
Back to fine honing the dating of the Apocalypse, I 
turned my kaleidoscope again wondering what would 
be the effect on a global perspective if God's GRACE 
should it be extended further from the divine schedule?  
If you ask me, I would not give Grace. Lucky for you, I 
am not divine. But look with open eyes at the evil 
GMO in a race to modify permanently all seeds and 

domestic animals for food to extinction. Or look at 
politics driving mankind by high technology to the 
very edge of a nuclear catastrophe.  
Ignorant theologians still wait for the apocalypse, 
insisting that the Daniel’s seven-year prophecy is still 
future. Check out the statistics in science. Study the 
many signs of the Apocalypse Jesus mentioned in 
Matthew 24-25, now mostly fulfilled; however, where 
is the spark to blow up the powder-keg in ISRAEL, 
having passed the fearful 21 December 2012 date?  
Keep watching NYC. The real 9/11 perpetrators want 
to rule globally. Like an omen, something will soon 
vaporize the big Islamic Satan to gain more power. I 
hope YouTube would be around to tell the real truth to 
the American people linked (Rev. 18:6) for future 
generations destroyed from within by absolute evil.  
It moved me to double-check the prophetic date 
schedule. Perhaps I missed something to find only 
God’s Grace could change a timetable, but I was still 
challenged to analyze some events not heard in church 
preaching a different scenario on Christian TV.  
Following an old habit of mine of turning a stone to see 
what is under it, I discovered a gem linked to our 
changed historic Gregorian calendar. Many theologians 
wrongly quote a verse, and consequently they don’t 
know that our calendar needed to be corrected by (2) 
two years. Why is it odd dating Jesus birthday 2 BC? 
Dating the First Jewish Temple destruction reference 
consequently was not 586 BC but 588 BC, according 
to ancient bronze-gold clocks exhibited globally in 
many museums. Using that Bible-science information 
could delay God's WRATH prediction perhaps adding 
2 years, too? I also applied it to Nineveh's generation 
that experienced God's Grace and lived a little longer. 
You are the judge of whether it makes sense.  
I discovered too late, resembling what the prophet 
Isaiah experienced, that revealed truth comes in small 
portion here a little and there a little, and never all at 
once. It is too big for our mortal minds. (Isaiah 28:9-
10) The concealed Hebrew math formula 7:5 ratio 
embedded in HANS can be applied once more to 
expand God's Plan for Mankind in a little investigating 
about God’s extension of divine Grace.  
A few years ago discovered a Hebrew code HANS first 
explained in the Second Babushka books, Mystery of 
Tammuz 17 (page 319 - Chapter 7) describing 
Daniel’s obscured Prophecy Rosetta Stone [7:5 Ratio]. 
In a previous dating opinion, everybody expected that 
something unusual worldwide would happen on 21 
December 2012. I thought it was time for Satan to be 
cast out to earth. (Rev. 12:9-12) It was a natural reflex 
but logical because the war in heaven is fought without 
a time dimension and difficult to date if you are mortal. 
Since Satan did not show up according to my 
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scheduled opinion, Antichrist is still invisible and 
roaming the earth like before told in Job.  

The LORD said to Satan, “Where have you come 
from?” Satan answered the LORD...“From going 
to and fro on the earth, and from walking up and 
down on it.” (Job 1:7-8 NRSV).  

Consequently, I concluded that Satan is not yet mortal. 
I learned we can only approximate some dating 
proceedings by comparing it to our earthly mortal 
clock events because we are living in a time 
dimension. The first indication starting the middle of 
the Apocalypse, which is the Chet or 8th Hebrew cycle, 
meaning corralled in / a new beginning and linked to a 
Chinese New Year of the Snake.  
The Vatican announced German born Pope is resigning 
on February 28, 2013. It shocked everybody, but many 
see it as prophesied by Saint Malachy (1094-1148 AD) 
that a future #16 Benedict Pope will be the last before 
the world will end.  
Now the corral Hebrew HANS doors are opened for a 
serpent to appear on the world stage symbolized in 
Satan. I am persuaded that the Antichrist will appear in 
2013 in the same year. Benedict #16 was the last 
Christian Pope leaving a sinking boat as the next Pope 
is the true Benedict Shepherd coming back from 
heaven linked to the Hebrew number #17 but 
prophesied in the Bible Jesus Christ binding Satan in 
the abyss ending Satan's school of teaching us evil.  
However, one more last counterfeit atheistic pope must 
appear being linked to Satan like so many in history. 
He will be adored by the secular world that he will 
promise to unite globally. All religions will come 
together in a global World for Peace Party Movement 
as the answer to worldwide unrest. He will preach that 
all religions must come together joining Islam and 
Christianity (Chrislam) to solve the ISRAEL conflict 
and to obsolete the many wars on earth. Watch out!  
Read the Bible proclaiming this biggest deception. 
History will be repeated like Goebbels, a prophet 
politician during World War II who stirred up evil by 
announcing his National Socialist Party would last 
1000 years. I remember it as a kid living in Germany.  
Likewise the greatest deception Jesus said has arrived 
will be the most terrible time on earth when Satan 
really angry now cast out from heaven and knows little 
time is left to rule physical globally on earth. Now Hell 
will be visible transferred to our mortal domain. Watch 
massive demon-possessions affecting the class of 
privilege who benefitted from a free sponsored UN 
Visa Card prepaid with fiat money as the rest of a 
world population is starving run out of energy 
embroiled in wars as usually.  
Only the elite will have food and credit to buy 
gasoline. The Bible warns us never have the Visa-

Beast-number embedded in your right hand or forehead 
for easy identification to get rationed food and keep 
your job belonging to the class of privilege. This is 
mentioned in Revelation 14:9. The salvation destines 
one for eternal LIFE, but becomes impossible once 
sold to a Satan enforced global Peace Party system of 
privilege. Even lukewarm Christians when starving 
will be misled and sifted like wheat from tares, as 
God’s harvest has started.  
Once more to make the middle of the Apocalypse a 
reality and to expand our vision, we need to apply the 
obscure HANS 7:5 ratio as a help in dating the final 
events of Satan appearing first in an assassinated body 
of a world leader. When an angel is cast out from 
heaven to earth it can only become visible if permitted 
to steal a dead body.  
Satan will be resurrected in an assassinated world 
leader body to enter the Jewish Tabernacle Temple as a 
final act of rebellion against ELOHIM, proclaiming he 
is the divine SON, being resurrected as proof. 
Therefore, desecrate the ancient covenant holy symbols 
given to ISRAEL. The center-hub for the Endtime 
prophecy surfaced when the UN allowed a replica of a 
temporal tent tabernacle being built on the Jewish 
Temple Mount next to the Islamic Mosque.  
Articulating a biblical appointment, we can attempt to 
mathematically date that major confrontation and 
conflict that will defile and violate the ancient Holy 
Place. I believe it is still possible to look ahead. But be 
careful. Our limited MIND perception can fool us, and 
we need to investigate more Bible history written in 
advance to align it with simple logic. You be the judge.  
However, I am strongly convinced that the most major 
event linked to Satan is anchored firmly grounded in 
mathematics as too many witnesses merge like many 
spokes supporting a wheel all focus to a target center 
of 25 July 2015.  
It is even dated from other systems matching HANS 
and measured from a corrected fixed Julius Caesar 
calendar with a 2012 perspective cross linked with 
Enoch Pyramid projections, the oldest information. 
(Check Pearl #224.) But the possibility of applying 
God's Grace could shift the main center event by one 
more asteroid orbit, which is the final Armageddon 
global war concluding the Second Civilization on a 
Hebrew holiday calendar schedule 17 September 2017. 
Analyzing the APOCALYPSE dating system as 
adjusted from metaphysical discoveries, I find that 
many previous dates are still right on, but perhaps need 
the final Armageddon closing death event expanded by 
two years to be correlated with a newly discovered 
science perspective. Let's investigate once more the 
timing of the coming 52 km asteroid destined for 
GOD'S final WRATH.  
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Remember, I read in various science magazines 
published in 2003 and 2006 that announced on the 
front cover the possible strike of an incoming 52 km 
asteroid rock. It was on its way, orbiting around the 
sun in 825 days, as discovered and traced a little by the 
Hubble Telescope now forgotten. (Daniel 2:34)  
An exponential curve is difficult to visualize looking 
against the sun’s profile. It is much too bright to see a 
small object, and we can only see it contrasted in the 
night-sky silhouette on the side. If astronomers have 
forgotten what was published years ago in science 
magazines, they could miss that rock, as it is only 
visible a few hours when passing between sun and 
earth. It could go either way and even hit the sun. 
I believe that solar flares continually observed are 
really asteroids hitting the sun from the asteroid belt 
source as the sun is a much bigger magnetic attraction 
like the size of a hot air balloon compared to our 
cherry-size earth a tiny magnet. Only a horizontal rock 
projection is dangerous to earth with the likelihood to 
happen nearly zero having nine planet-shields in 
between and the moon protecting a special designed 
earth home for humans, unless caused by a Creator 
who invented the solar system. 
Investigating science closer could open the horizon 
redefining false teaching in global universities. Since 
Galileo looked through a primitive telescope to prove 
his sun religion, the atheistic science establishment 
teaches contrary to the Bible viewpoint that the sun is 
fixed and all the other planets are moving around 
which is not correct. If the sun is fixed, we would not 
experience gravity on our body. Not understanding that 
made other science theories wrong, too. Please check: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6jBK1ZV-qs 
A Russian scientist made a movie on YouTube 
showing a totally new concept, which was proved 
years ago in my theory and explained last year in my 
9th UREE Babushka egg book. Namely, that Galileo 
was wrong to assume the sun is fixed.  
Now based on a thousand photographs from space, which 
leads to an illusion all is stationary. I wrote Pearl #225 - 
Is Gravity Magnetic?, which explains a chain carousel. 
When seated, we feel gravity and compare it to our 
universe turning with the lights on in galaxies. 
That same allusion we get seeing the asteroid belt and 
think that all those rocks and fragments are just 
motionless. But our satellites, obeying physics, must 
move; otherwise we could not have a photograph from 
space. Therefore, it is not possible on one side to trail 
an incoming asteroid in danger to collide with earth, 
but in looking at the asteroid belt I conclude that a 
billion possibilities exist. 
On the other hand, if a moving sun is the leader in the 
pack with chasing planets, it will behave like a huge 

vacuum cleaner sucking in magnetically-gravity wise 
any oncoming asteroids on the way, which makes the 
earth the safest place in the universe being behind. 
That is consistent when you plan for LIFE to have a 
safe place in a hostile universe. Look through the 
telescope and explain why a shrinking time dimension 
is so dangerous in physics. Measure the energy 
exchange of an atom bomb will prove a theory? 
When we use the 4th creation day perspective, the earth 
trailing behind the sun makes good sense, like driving 
behind very close to a truck shielding us from sand 
storm debris damaging the windshield. I postulated the 
daily explosions flare-outs visibly observed on the sun 
are impacting asteroids. Why not? Watch a rock hitting 
stationary pond. It creates a water spike, but a fluid 
surface sun moving would produce an arc magnetically 
returned as seen photographed.  
By the way, that proves why my 16 UREE electric 
generators work. They could give us free 
ELECTRICITY from magnetic gravity expelled from 
the sun. A one-sided science-view based on Galileo's 
sun religion observing the planetary system should be 
re-examined after 400 years and compared to our 
modern technology to get another look. An unscientific 
150-year-old evolution theory should be discarded 
when it is in conflict with physics. Never mind the 
metaphysics, only understood when your MIND is not 
brainwashed by the establishment when it comes to 
scientific evidence established by experiment and 
careful observation.   

7. The Final Big FISH Dating Proof  
Similar to what happened in Russia on February 15, 
2013, an asteroid passed by, which will be repeated 
again being the greatest spectacle possibility of 
applying God’s Grace dated with science. On 17 
September 2015 AD a 52 km asteroid rock will pass 
by the earth and be seen globally by everybody’s eyes 
big time on TV meant as a last warning of God’s 
WRATH, like the biggest JONAH FISH to appear. 
Previously, I thought that Jonah’s big FISH was "free 
energy" for the next civilization. But logic changed 
my mind from what was around for hundreds of years 
as demonstrated by many rebel scientists rarely would 
be extraordinary a big fish. But a huge asteroid in the 
sky seen by everybody passing the earth is truly a 
bigger FISH terrible scary unable to prevent it.  
Let's look again if we can project an asteroid from the 
metaphysic perspective. If one orbit is extended from 
the 2015 schedule by God's Grace could mean a delay 
of the impact by 2.2 years (825:365 days = 2.2) still 
within the timetable of 2018 AD. But forecasting 
dating cycles must be linked to the Hebrew calendar 
gears being offset by 8 months to the Gregorian 
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calendar. That would date the ending of the apocalypse 
(2015+2 = 2017 AD) on two entropy levels. But on the 
other hand, when a rock orbit is moving exponentially, 
it will get consequently a shorter time, too, making up 
the difference. But the metaphysical projection 
dovetailed more accurate than the previously dated 17 
September 2015.  
A little exponentially shorter time like 8 months must 
match the previous date perfectly and start the 
countdown of Daniel’s prophecy on 5 February 2012, 
now expanded using the 7:5 HANS overlay by five 
more years to 2017. The September 17 date is still 
linked to Jesus’ birthday on 18 September and 10 days 
later on 28 September ending with Hebrew Holidays of 
Yom Kippur and Atonement followed by the Feast of 
Tabernacles and centered on the most important date of 
inaugurating the newly appointed Jewish King as 
linked to an old Hebrew moon calendar New-Year 
festival.  
All must match. In the case of clock gears, as little as 
half a tooth will stop any time projection. Check the 
Hebrew calendar system of the 19-year cycle. The 
cycles must mesh like gears inserting 7 times an extra 
Addar month to synchronize a Julius Caesar 21 
December 2012 solstice calendar correction. 
Amazingly, moon cycles seem only three Jewish 
calendar days off looking at 2017. That is still 
astounding. I calculated the accumulating wobble 
fraction in math across 2000 years in the UREE Energy 
Babushka Egg book #9 if you are familiar with true 
science linked to prophecy. It must be perfectly aligned 
by seven Jewish feast and five fast days matching a 
divine HANS 7:5 ratio logic proving these dating 
opinions.  

First Witness: the Metaphysics Bible 
One more proof: start counting the 7-year Apocalypse 
from 21 December 2012, which is also the middle of 
twelve cycles, like 7:5 or the seventh (7) Hebrew cycle 
and add Daniel’s prophetic 1260 days to get to 17 
September 2017. However, we must convert Daniel’s 
wobble axis calendar of shorter backwards days.  
His ratio is (7:5=1.4). If we multiply it by 1260, we get a 
future adjusted time cycle that is wobble factor corrected 
to our calendar to be 4.8297 years (1260 x 1.4/364.24 = 
4.8297) added (2012.9698828 + 4.829) = 2017.799582 
Jerusalem time, with a leftover fraction to arrive at 18 
September, Jesus Birthday coming back to start his 
Kingdom on Earth – a perfect match again.  
Theologians are not familiar with a calendar change 
around Julius Caesar’s time in 54 BC. It means that any 
date from Moses, or 1400 BC (last wobble), must be 
multiplied by 1.4 to correct to the Gregorian calendar.  

Second Witness from Science 
Much information is available on the Internet that 
make universities obsolete. You can get a better 
education without paying a penny.  
Check the address of the IDA asteroid mystery 52 km 
in size, which I pick as a candidate that must match the 
mathematics of physics with the metaphysics on a 
higher level now added the Enoch Pyramid information 
as a third witness combined with logic. The Hebrew 
Hand-rule 4+1=5 overlaid with the 7:5 Daniel ratio 
(#4) of ancient clocks measuring time (#5) should 
prove it to a brain-dead skeptic believing in an atheistic 
evolution religion.3 The 52 km IDA asteroid’s orbit 
was given 4.84, and if we calculate with Babushka egg 
method, we get the same date: a coincidence once 
more doubled. 21 December 2012 = 2012.972620742 
+ 4.84 = 2017.81262 fraction = SEPTEMBER 22.8  
Again 4 days off, as the scientists do not know our 
calendar needs to be corrected again since the Middle 
Ages by 4 days to match the Jewish moon calendar. 
(Check the 9th Babushka concept book.)  
Seeing a monster asteroid fizzing by in 2015, atheistic 
scientists will postulate that a rock passing between 
earth and sun would more likely fall into the sun in 
order to reduce popular anxiety. However one more 
orbit is scientifically possible being invisible behind 
the sun, and it could also exponentially turning still to 
incline and plunge into the earth in 2017 instead as 
prophesied in Daniel 2:34, Revelation 16:17, Isaiah 24 
and other Bible places. You decide.  
Remember the number 17 overlay from the metaphysic 
perspective. A strong case could be made for 2017 in 
HANS. It means (Beth) 2 = house on a higher level 
(reaching hand =20) now linked to the Hebrew 17 = 
Victory Jesus appearing in the sky starting God’s 
Kingdom on earth eliminating EVIL as expressed in 
10+7=17 (Jod-Zayin), as Zayin = sword linked to Jod 
on a higher level ending the Armageddon war. To learn 
more, read Revelation 11:15, 17:1-18. 
But skeptics need more witnesses. The first became the 
ancient Aztec stone clock exhibited in the Mexico City 
outdoor museum having 52x7 years oriented toward 
solstice positions, but measured in short cycles 
reversed from our fixed axis projection.  
It was demonstrated when hit by the first asteroid from 
Noah's time in 2288 BC. That date was 17 September 
recalculated on Enoch's clock mathematics? Why does 
it overlay with a recent date 17 September repeating? 
A triple witness number 17 was postulated 6 years ago 
published, but check this pearl has the number 17 in 
Bible verses buried, too. What a coincidence?  

                                                
3 http://sci.esa.int/sciencee/www/object/index.cfm?fobjectid=2306 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/asteroid-nuclear-bomb.htm 
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Believing in an unscientific evolution religion was 
designed to keep your MIND brain-dead loosing the 
ability to think logically and should never be 
considered next to a Bible-science book. It only creates 
confusion. Our American education has sunk to #36 on 
the world scale. It used to be on top in 1945. Primitive 
bush people have jungle religious opinions too, but are 
not exclusively enforced on a Western Civilization.  
Why impose a "evolution religion" violating science in 
every school system? It is criminal to force my 
grandkid to believe in religious evolution fairy tales 
not even logical and push an agenda purposely 
designed to keep the masses compliant and ignorant to 
accept corruption so prevalent in global governments.  
The footprint of the sun-pyramid in Teotihuacán near 
Mexico City is identical to an inch with that of the 
Pyramid in Gaza - why?  
But the apex measurements represent a different earth 
axis wobble being built later in time. Why is Enoch 
Pyramid math design showing the next earth tilt axis 
similar to a future Ezekiel Temple pyramid and even 
embedded in ancient stone-bronze clocks? A different 
earth axis tilt would prove the prophecy projection of a 
major climate change to bring back what was before 
Enoch’s times, a land dripping milk and honey. High 
up in Israel's sacred mountain, the footstool of the 
Elohim will have plenty of water running to fill the 
Dead Sea basin once more, alive with massive fish 
again like before.  
Every child and PhD regardless of education will be 
confronted with reality when they see a 52 km asteroid 
flashing by fire in the sky. My first thought was this 
asteroid is much too big could destroy the whole earth 
but coming by twice being first close touching the air 
atmosphere breaking up in a fire rain even the Aztec 
mentioned it check it out in the 3rd Babushka book.  
Traveling one more orbit became a little smaller still is a 
big hammer. That matches Revelation 8:10 dated 2015, 
the third trumpet of falling debris poisoned the water like 
Wormwood many died from drinking it, followed by the 
fourth trumpet so much dust in the sky to dim the sun and 
moon one third now called out three (3) more WOES 
which is one more orbit coming back ending God’s 
WRATH matching Bible prophecy! (Revelation 9)  
Now everybody will understand the nature of God’s 
anger to take it seriously but still will be debated by 
foolish brain-dead PhD and theologians speculating 
with unproven fabrication watching a disturbed TV. Or 
become educated in (9) nine Babushka egg concept 
book, and if not accepted: ...will perish like Noah's 
relative guaranteed. Watch  

17 September 2017 
 

This is what the Lord Almighty says:  
“Look! Disaster is spreading from nation to nation; 
a mighty storm is rising from the ends of the earth." 
At that time those slain by the Lord will be 
everywhere—from one end of the earth to the 
other. They will not be mourned or gathered up or 
buried, but will be like refuse lying on the ground.  
Weep and wail, you shepherds; roll in the dust, 
you leaders of the flock. For your time to be 
slaughtered has come; you will fall and be 
shattered like fine pottery. The peaceful 
meadows will be laid waste because of the 
fierce anger of the Lord. (Jeremiah 25:32-37) 

8. Why did I Survive? 
Nine (9) free Babushka egg concept books present 
much information never preached in any church or 
postulated in universities. God took me aside and said 
write a Jonah WARNING over my inner protest.  
We are all born on this planet with a MIND, seems 
naturally to think of an infinite God, being conscious 
defined with five senses functioning inside the box 
controlled by an intelligent SPIRIT. But outside the 
box looking up at night see so many lights wonder how 
is it formed burning with energy, the circle of life and 
death the finality of it. We all wonder is that all?  
I started with that question as a kid in East Germany 
occupied by the Russian Army. We were mostly 
starving, living on the wrong side in Germany. Always 
being so hungry, the oldest ran away from home and 
tried to cross the military East-West border to the food 
on the other side. Sneaking up to the border, ignorant 
of its danger I sprinted at the proper time like a rabbit 
making a dash to the other side.  
But I encountered an unscheduled party of two soldiers 
patrolling and inspecting the military trenches, a highly 
decorated officer accompanied by his bodyguard. The 
bodyguard looked at me, aged 17 I remember, but now 
ordered to shoot as no one was allowed to cross the 
boundary supervised by military force. But God said, 
"NOT this ONE." His machine gun got stuck, useless, 
to give me life a little longer. Now 81 years later, I 
write about God’s infinite GRACE once more, never 
was forsaken and never been hungry again, should read 
more (Grace bathed in mortality - Pearl #227). 
In closing this important Pearl, I want to leave you 
with a thought like a little Kabala in a nutshell as an 
Apocalypse only makes sense outside the box. We 
were created by God who has many names. A few 
were defined in Babushka egg concept books trying to 
define a higher intelligence. Anyway we could accept 
that the infinite God is the energy source, and we are 
the receptors designed with five senses inside the box.  
God designed a box with purpose like an inventor. He 
miniaturized and replicated himself to exist forever, 
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"Let us make mankind in our image." Perhaps fun to 
watch having a free will not being a robot but meant 
for important application in God’s administration. 
Read the Bible to get a different view.  
My electricity energy and new Donut Atom egg book 
defines a little what energy is seeing galaxies brightly 
shining in the night sky. Try to think of them on the 
metaphysic imagination as created shiny angels from 
another dimension. Each is different but seeing it from 
a creation perspective, a universe so many stars why do 
they exist and shining like angels? The other spectrum 
we cannot see in the sky many invisible planets on a 
lower domain, cold, and no longer light energy 
emanating from inside, empty decayed the final death 
stage of God’s purpose. That is our domain, being 
mortal also part of a universe but no longer shining.  
The mortal box was designed with five receptors our 
five senses to convert energy to fuel our MIND 
therefore being aware of our existence. Originally, 
Adam was created similar to an angel-body brightly 
shining like a radiant 1000-watt light bulb cannot see 
the inside invisible like our sun. Mankind became a 
new invention not yet final, God said there are two 
trees to give our parents a choice what you want to be 
with the light on or off? But do not eat the forbidden 
fruit, if you do, the lights in your body will be off.  
Now Adam’s children live in darkness made the wrong 
choice and ever since our body is decaying like a cold 
planet no longer shining following physics ending in 
death according to entropy laws, but still have the box 
receptors functioning with five senses receiving 
invisible energy we call life to live a little longer.  
The design of the box has hidden possibilities to move 
some receptors a little to reflect energy back where it 
came from like a mirror now becoming a reflector as a 
contributor of energy sent via our environment we call 
Christian compassion, reflecting the ∞ energy light.  
Some of our five physical senses now reflecting ∞ 
energy could morph outwardly into the metaphysic 
sixth sense that works in addition as demonstrated in 
charity activities. Now we – mankind, children of 
Adam, can mysteriously function again according to 
the original design, transforming the built-in receptor 
of energy only turned a little like a filter becoming part 
of a reflector-conductor of a higher level energy source 
to pass on God's Grace of Blessings.  
This is how humans become suitable to reflect light, 
shining energy back to a lower environment poverty, 
despair, hunger and help the sick. We can shine brightly 
in a dark hateful evil world, looking like angels of light 
becoming visible again. The modified box is now once 
more united and linked to the ELOHIM Creator closing 
an infinite energy loop to be connected to the source to 
match the original purpose that started with Adam.  

By recycling his infinite energy once more we become 
visible even shining on a dark earth matching the 
original design purpose. It is like an inventor building 
an electric generator running from an outside source 
will give us light passing energy from our five 
receptors for the benefit of our surrounding 
environment. Or when the lights are turned "on" will 
make the theater stage curtain rise to make everybody 
happy who came to learn more or be entertained.  
Please take the opportunity to turn the lights “on” like 
Adam to experience God's GRACE being designed 
with receptors but could make a difference turning and 
become reflectors passing on God's Grace.  
Checking the Gospel reflectors, you could discover 
that Jesus will make the difference in your life, too. 
Mortals were created to be redeemed to live forever but 
first need to be inoculated with a good dose of evil 
learned in Satan's school, thus building up an immune 
system against evil never to get corrupted again - even 
if surrounded with hellish fire like a sun shining again.  
Being infinitely linked to the outside energy source 
invited to move my reflectors to redirect the energy 
helped a little by Jesus Christ - the WORD who loved 
us much, did not mind to come to earth and became 
flesh like mortals to let me find my hidden light switch 
now turned "on" reflecting his love.  
Now we have the chance to become a one notch higher 
- SAINTS, shining in heaven like the angels and 
invited to the entourage of the King of Kings, Lord of 
Lords being privileged by intimate fellowship with 
Jesus Christ. The nature of light, like God’s Word, will 
illuminate anything outside the box.  
Seeing more, like Adam originally and the angels, they 
communicated back and forth with reflectors to be 
united with the energy source to live forever in total 
safety never to live in darkness ever again totally 
immune from evil, being inoculated while mortal.  

Lucky for me, rising 
from the cocoon by 
God’s Grace, I will 
become a beautiful 
butterfly in a world 
now open to expand 
my MIND. It will 
still have the 
receptors brought 
along to the next 
dimension to 
investigate my new 

environment that is promised to be without pain, tears 
and death no more. I could not keep quiet about God's 
GRACE, though even being unpopular, so it became my 
Grandmother Babushka egg story. 
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The	  Evidence	  Trail	  Continued	  -‐	  
Nine	  Babushka	  Egg	  Concept	  Books	  

(Printable free on the Internet) 

1. The 1st Babushka egg concept book tells the story 
of God’s Plan for Mankind, which has never been 

preached in church. If you want to know what happens after death 
and what our destiny is, which is not answered by the many 
confused theologians, here is a simple book with profound 
consequences. My promise is that you will never be the same. 
Apocalypse Prophesied 2008-2015, From Eden to New 
Jerusalem. It is translated into German, Spanish and Arabic. 

2. The 2nd Babushka egg concept book tells the story about what 
will happen during the Apocalypse. All events are dated. Mystery 
of Tammuz 17, Ancient Hebrew Keys to Dating the 
Apocalypse, also translated into German, Spanish and Arabic. 

3. The 3rd Babushka egg concept book deciphers a number of 
ancient mystery clocks, which are exhibited in museums globally. I 
am sure it will become included in the canon because it connects 
three civilizations with different earth axis wobble calendars. All it 
needed was science and mathematics, linked to ancient prophecy 
and history. Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar 
Mysteries, Aztec-Mayan Calendar, Antikythera & Other 
Ancient Clocks Confirm 21 December 2012 in Prophecy. 

4. The 4th Babushka egg concept book is about dangerous	  
Genetic Modification Exposed! Atheistic, criminal scientists do 
it again. Just like the Atlantis civilization, they incur God’s wrath 
once more, as they genetically destroy God’s creation. Check out 
the consequence in physics linked to the metaphysical, and why 
we have an apocalypse in our time.  

5. The 5th Babushka egg concept book corrects prevailing false 
opinions: Reflections on Global Warming, which gives 
answers to the question ‘Why’. It will destroy the myth postulated in 
many universities, which are only interested in grants for higher 
salaries, but are not paying attention to the cause, since they reject 
Bible information that is linked to the moon’s gravity. 

6. The 6th Babushka egg concept book demonstrates a new 
representation in physics: A Donut Atom Nuclear Story, How 
the Universe was Created. A totally different atom theory; 
linked to galaxies and never before postulated. Gain an 
understanding of how nature works and how it is connected to the 
metaphysical. For the first time, it will explain how life is embedded 
inside the atom. It will also explain what gravity, magnetism and 
electricity are and explain why the Platinum Standard Kilogram PIS 
and its 6 sister copies have changed after 135 years; and how it is 
linked to the ancient mystery stone-bronze-gold clocks?  

7. The 7th Babushka egg concept book expands a new atom 
theory, now proven with more scientific facts linked to Genesis 1:1:	  
What is the Time dimension? An Invisible Galactic-
Atomic Force Connecting Gravity with Magnetism Linked 
to the Strong - Weak Force. It is still a mystery, as the missing  

links could define a New Model of Structural Physics. It became a 
special synopsis that explains what a Time Dimension is, which is 
associated to our mortality.  

8. The 8th Babushka book, New Research Pearls, is a collection 
of unusual questions on the Internet. Requested by readers and 
answered from both physical and metaphysical perspectives. In the 
HANS code, the Hebrew letter Chet = #8 and corresponds to 
meaning, “corralled in – a new beginning”.  

9. The last Babushka egg concept book describes a new invention 
The Ultimate Renewable Energy Engine (UREE) that 
creates a free electricity profit. If it works, it will make nuclear, 
coal and oil energy obsolete, whereby we could be driving an 
electric automobile perpetually free. The energy is extracted from 
Gravity and will prove that Elohim controls the infinite energy 
cosmos. The Hebrew letter Teth = 9 “New Life” –הואיר tמVN  – 
(air-breath) will start a new civilization with cheap ∞ fuel. 

 

To measure time, we need clocks: 
"You cannot turn back the clock, but you can wind it up again" – to 
receive ∞ Life. 
 Bonnie Prudden (added) Herbert R. Stollorz 
 

Aztec Clock  
2300 BC 

 

Tzolkin Clock  
2000 BC 

Persian Astrolabe 1000 BC 
Antikythera Clock  

100 BC 

 
Prague Clock  

1550 AD 

Cuckoo Clock  
2008 

	  
 


